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(i) 

Indian society is a plural society, not only in 

terms of i t.s ethnic, cultural and linguistic minorities, 

but even in texms of its diverse religious minorities. 

It was in this background that we adopted a danocrat.l.c 

poll tical framework and gave to ourselves a secular 

constitution, which would protect and enhance the rights 

~nd Po &i tion of the various minorities in India. 

In this study, we have taken the case of the 

religious minor1 tt.es in Kerala, specifically the case of 

the Christians. Almost all the major world religioos 

find their adherents in Kerala, Chri stiani tv having it-s 

share of followers who consti tu• a aignifi cant minority; 

The period chosen for this 'study is 1978-85. In 

this period, we note the strengthening of the role and 

position of the Kerala Congress- a party that is asso

ciated with the Christians. Any study of the political 

life of the Christians in Kerala, would be incomplete 

without studying the Ke.rala Congress~ As important as 

the study of the Kerala Congress is also the study of 

the role of the Church vi s-a-vis the Christian minority 

poll tics in Kerala. Ihi s study seeks to examine the 

involvement of the Church in the poll tical affairs, the 

kind of issues that the Church sup parts or takes up. 



(ii) 

' Kerala has t:radi tionally been knoY4l for it 

communal amity and lack of communal ptoblems. HoWev$r 

over the years, this s1. tuat1on seems to be changing~ 

A certain section of the Church has been behind a moYe 

to communalize any and I!Nery issue. Interestingly 

enough, there is yet another section which realizes 

the futility of such an endeavour end takes up issue$ 

on behalf of the exploited poor. 

Thus, on the basis of this study, it will be seen 

that religious minorities are a very important factor 

in the electoral, poll tical and admini.strati ve set-up 

of Kerala. Since the Chrl sti an s are a subs tan t1 al and 

powerful mlnorl ty with an organized Church an::i leadership 

and even a political party, they are obviously 

1 subject of great interest for any study that proposes 

to understand the dynamics of minority poll tics in Kerala .• 

This dissertation is the result of the help and 
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have been impossible to complete without the support of 

my parents, Ravi Chettan and Gaeta. 
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(iv) 

INIROOU:TIQN 

Plural societies in all parts of the world are 

characterized by the existence of several mioorities. 

These minorities can be linguistic, ethnic, J'&ci al, 

· eultural, tribal and of course religious. Mos~ plural 

&ocietiea haveto therefore, adopt a oon stl tu ti.on and 

political framework that will uphold, enhance and 

preserve the status, importance, identity and last but 

not the least the rights of the minorities. Very ofteQ, 

we notice that inspi te of these elaborate pro vi &ions and 

safeguards the minorities feel threatened; h~ce they· 

organize poll tically in order to put pressure on the 

goverment. Sometimes this imagined or real feeling of 

neglect and di &crimination explodes into violent movEmanta, 

often incol"Porating a demand for a separate state~ 

Indian society is thus an interesting illustration 

of a plural s:>ciety, where diverse minorities have been 

living since centuries of recorded historY. India has 

various minorities- a>me very small, and yet others 

that can be called substantial'. Much of Indian poll tics -

present and past has geen linked to the considerations 

and demands of these varied minori tie~. Thus the minorities 

CA:.,.e· a very important and interesting dimension to Indian 

poll tics at the national level. 



India,ll being a federation has multiple levels of 

government- very often the political scenario in the 

Gtates is totally different from that at the centre; 

specially in the context of the minorities. This 

difference emerges from the existence of different 

dEmographic compositions in the various units of the 

federation. Here, we could consider the example of Kerala, 

in the South of India, which has many religious minorities 

that are substantial and are in fact so impox-tant 

that much of the political upheavals in Kerala 1 can in 

a certain sense be attributed to the constant pressure 

exerted by these minority groups. It is inevitable 

that these groups should be organized 41\d have their 

poll tical units which take part in elections and seek to~ 

influence government decisions. 

one $UCh important and crucial minority group 

1& the Christians in Kerala. we shall be looking at 

the hature & form of minority poll tics 1n Kerala - in 

the specific case of the fhristians. This study limits 

1 tself to the years 1978-85. In the first chapter the:t'e 

is a brief discussion on the minorities in India ganer$lly 

and in Kerala specifi cslly. Ihi s chapter deals with 

the constitutional provitbns and safeguards for the 
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minor!. ttes - specially the religious minot-i ties • in 

the eon text of the nature of secularism in India. In 
..... 

the second chapter, we take a look at the significant 

developments in Kerala poll tics vis-a-vis the Chrl stians 

in the years 1957-75. The third chapter 1 s a continuatiqn 

of the same theme in the years 1978-85. The last chapter 

tries to identify the varying trends that are Em~ging 

in ~he context of the Christian minority group and iti s 

role in Kerala politics. 

Thi a study has made use of many well-known books 

on Indian and Kerala politics, besides articles and 

rePorts from leading journals and ne.vspapers. Certain 

goveJ:Oment documents, pamphlets published by voluntary 

groups, · .;,anpublished thesis and d1 ssertations, and 

private circulation documents have also been eonsul ted. 

Iht purPose of this study 1 s to examine the 

nature and extent of influence that any religious 

minor!. ty can exert in a poU. tical set up such as 

India• s. It also looks at the role that religion 

Plays for mobilizing purpOses. 



CHAPTBR I 

R~~biGIOUS M1t{>.RII~ S IN K.&tbLA - CQNSil,IUIIONAJ, 

l~~D SYSTEMIC D~ENSIONS 

Indian society can be described as a "compar'taental• 

society in which many groups maintain their distinct and 

diverse styles of life. 1 Society in India is divided 

into a aaltitude of religioJ\s, quite obviously each 

religion has its •own orders, denominations, sects and 

movementa.•2 Almost all the major world religions find 

their &dherenta in India. According to the latest cenwa 

reports3 the percentages of people following any one of 

the major world religions in India 11 aa followa a Hindus 

83%, tdusU.ms 11•2%, Christians, 2. ~-

Thus, it 1a quite evident that India haa many 

religious minorities. This fact, coupled with the hlatorlcal 
experience of partition and the violent ~nal riots 

made it imperative that the constitution makers pay a 

great deal of attention to the role and involvement of 

religion in the Indian polity after 1947~the year India 

became independent. 

1. 
be.lili 

Galanter (Mne) • Competln~ Equalities - Oxford 
University Press, _ ... H,, 1 84, p;7.; " 
Ibid, p;l6; 

India (Govt.) Ce4s of India • 1981. 



Du~ing the ant1-1mper1al1st ttl'ugvl~., it i& noted 

that the struggle itself became a "powexful force for 

national un1ty",4 Ihe nationaliat anti-imperialist 

struggle was sttong enough to keep ln check most of the 

disruptive forces. Ihis tradition has d~finitely lnflu&ne$d 

the acceptance of a secular state in India after 1947: 

In fact the Preamble of the Indian Constf.tution says 

"We, the People of India, having solemnly resolved to 

constitute India into a Sovereign, Socialist eecul•r 

Danocratic Republic ••• •5 
Thus the Indian Constitution 

states that India shall be a secular state. Thu• the 

unity and fraternity of the people of India, professing 

numerous faiths, has been sought to be achieved by enshrining 

the ideal of a "aecular state•, which means that the atate 

itaelf uphold any religion as the state 

religion. The secular objective of the state baa now 

been specifically ex5)J:e saed by inaertlng the word • secular• 

in the Preamble by the Constitution 42nd Amendment Act, 

1976. There is therefore no provision in the Constitution 

making any religion the neatablished church.•6 

4. Chandra ( Bipan) - Communrtttm &n nde:r;n Ind1 a • 
Vani Educational Books, 9 , p~3 ~ 

The Constitut\on of India, Swamy Publishers~ Madras, 
P.l~ . 

Basu (Durga Daa) - Intr~duc~on_:to the Consti tutlon . 
Q_~ Ind~ Prentice-Hall of India, - ,1980,,26:' 
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The democratic valuea of the nattonal movement 

and its leadership 1nf luenced t.bls decision greatlyl: 

As early ae 1931 at the Karachi ae salon, the Congress 

had clearly e tated it~_ preference for a secular •tate • 

the resolution said 8 the state shall observe neutr•li ty 

in regard to all religions. a It also sPoke of granting 

special rights and safeguards to the m1nori ties. The 

poison spread by communal ideology had to be countered 

at the highest levels of the constitution. There waa a 

conscious desire to combat communalism and safeQua:td the 

rights and position of the religious minorities. 

It was felt that minorities can •livQ and prosper 

with full dignity and security and without fear only in 

a social system in which they would not be permanent 
7 potential scapegoat• for its failures. n A secular demo-

cratic framework was in such circumstances,the best 

guarantee f~-.:- ma!ntain!.ng an order of thinga>where religious 

minorities (in fact all minorities) did not feel discl

minatad against at all: 

However, !.n. all this the major influencing fector 

was the violent incidents before and after the partitloft; 

The Indian JQli tical elite had resolved about making Indl• 
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11 saeu lax atate. Today in India, one of the major lasueo 

of concern is the increasing communal influences leading 

to a possible communAlization of the Indian state 1 tself. 

Thle would be a serious threat to the very concept 

of a secular Indlln otate. Her,, it would be. wa:ttwhile 

to exam.lne what exactly is meant by secularism. Uke many 

aucb terms, eeculariem io also a subject of much debate 

and di acu salon. 
I 

The concept of a secular atate asaumed grAat 

importance in India immediately after the country achieved 

independence in 1947; There was a fear in some quarters 

that the dominant religion might monopolize the privlleges 

to the disadvantage of the minorities. It 11 specially 

in this context that any threat to the secular content of 

Indian poll ty has to be noted with concern and alarm. 

The word se.cular la used to mean things whieh are 

not connected with religion~ T~s a secular a tate 1 s one 

which is •separated from, unconnected with and not devoted 

to religion ... a The origin of a secular conception of 

ata te can be traced to developments in Europe, where for a 

a: 



lon~ time the thurch and the state remained intertwined; 

After the Refo%1Dation the tide turned 1n favour of separattcn 

of state from rel1Q1on~ It came to be believed that the 

state should not enfoJ;ce any religion. Thus new patterns 

of c=hurch-atate relation had to be~volved - two such 

broad trends emerged ln Europe. 

ot these, the first we• a ayatem of establishment 

of a particular e~ch which was recognised as the religion 

of the state and the other dlux-chea were granted freedom ... 

the degree of which differed from country to country: It 

followed that the established ehurch enjoyed certain 

be6ef1ts which were denied to other thurches. The state 

would subsidiae 1t and control it's affairs~ This ia beat 

illustrated by the situation in England• 

A eecond pattern waa what l.uthera describea aa jur~e

d1ct1onal_,where1n all religions would have an equal etatua 

but the state would not be separated from religion. Holland 

would be an ideal example of such an arrangement. However 

under both the systems, significantly enough state was 

not separate from religion, such a eulct separation 1s 
. 9 

noticed in the con at! tution of the USA. 



Judging by this y~·dstick, Luther& is of the op!nlon 

that India ia not a secular state because the Indian Constl• 

tutlon does not 1\lParate the Church ft:om the state: Ott 

the contrary• the state in India has immense powers over 

the affaire of the ehurch - religious bodies ln India 

have to do their work in accordance 1:4 lM& passed by 

the state, the state haa power to embark upon social ref orm-e 

and "need not stop at no_n-religious reforms but extends 

to religious spherea•10 as well. 

Besides thia, the state can regulate the relations 

between reUgious bodies, 1 t can th%ow open Hindu religious 

insti tutiona to people who ~r e not allowed ln. The Indlan 

state gives direct or indirect financial aid to •eltgioue 

1n&tltutlon8~ It can enact communal legislations applicable 

differently to different communities. It hae even made a 

provision in the Indian Constitution which is against flow 

slaughter. 

wthera is of the opinion that in fact a secular state 

t s not possible in Ind1a 0 because the religion of the 

majority i.e. Hinduism is not organ1ted and has no lnstitutlon 
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or organization which can be separated frOfll th~ state; 

Th'.Js, the Indian situation approximates a jurisdictionallst 

pattern - where many Chur~hea exist and are placed 

equally~ This is a form of Ezoaati.niem which stands for 

the aJpremacy of the state in mattsra pertainlng to the 

church. 

The founding fathers of the Indian constitution made 

it clear that the parUament would be supreme in re l1gious 

affairs. Thia howevu is contrary to the bestc tenet 

of a secular ,tate where religion as a relation between 

the Church ard 1 t• a members is atrietly outside the purview 

of the state. rt..aa, the Indian constitution wanted to 

create a state where the ci t1zens were free to profesc 

any religion. However, according to Luthera the consti

tution makers wrongly equated religious lmparttali ty 

with separation of ehurch and state or a secular state. 

Dr. Donald Eugene Sm1 th has studied the Indian state 

and i t• s claims to being a secular a tate, in $ well known 

" book "India •• a Secular ltata"., He believes that India 

1s basically a secular state but has certain problem areas: 

11. 

Dr • Sm1 th would not agree w1 th too narrow a def 1n1 tion 

Smith (Donald Eugene)- !n9~a1 AS a S'cular State,usA 
Princeton Univer&!. ty Pre se, ·_ .J 196 ; 
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of .the term aecula.r &tate whereby it J.s equat!.fd with 

separation of state from religion. Besides, Dr~· Smith 

believes that Hinduism is capable of 01'ganiz1ng itself 

and therefore it would not b' impossible to separate 

ata t.e from an organized ~rch. 

P.C.Chatterji points out that secularism is the 

credo of a d~ocratic state where there should be e~mplete 

freedom of con $Clence • and dogmas or metaphysical 

beliefs, which are only one small section of what should 

be included within the concept of freedom of eonselence

without which a secular state cannot be eomplste.l2 

The rise of Christianity produced a new set of 

relationship unknown to the ancient 'Mlrld and led to the 

problem of ehureh and state. Christianity recognized 

and taught a basic duality- spiritual and temporal~ The 

philosophical foundations were laid in a eermdn of 

Christ, rocorded in st. Marks Gospel (x1i1.7), 'Render 

to Caesar the thing& that are Caesar's aoo to God the 

things that are Gods.' 

1 Tnts novel Christian po sl tion imPlied many new 

things. It implied a doctrine of two ends of human life, 

-
1a. Luthara (v.~.) - op.·eit, p·:16. 
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the secular end which belonged to Caesar and t.he religious 

or eternal end which belon<Jed to God. It further implied 

a corresponding doctrine of 'two powere• • pursuing 

their respective ends. It meant that the 1wo ins t1 tutions 

(state and ehurch) were to remain distlnct and their 

=espectlve jurisdiction inviolate.• 13 

Tili.s dist1nction between Chu:tch and state has no 

"clear parallel in Hindu.f,.sm and certainly not in Islam. • 

we find an interesting description of the scenario in the 

Christian world in Smith's book~ He writes that it 

was quite inevitable that the Christian loyalty to the 

state should have come into conflict with their loyalty 

to God. 14 

With the conversion of Constantine and subsequent 

Christian ru le:r s Christianity became est&b li&hed ae the 

state religion and began to persecute it• s rivals. Often 

the partnership between Pope and the Empe.ror-Chur ch and 

state was a mutually advantageous one. But this did not 

rule out conflict. 

14; Smith (n.E.-) - op.cit, p~9~ 



' 

At the end of the 13th Century the struggle bet.een 

the spiritual and temporal rulers took a somewhat n&/1 turn 

because of the rl&e of independent sovereign states - which 

produced a poll tical1y fragmented Europe which succeaefully 
' ''· 

challenged the Papacy's temporal claims. The reformation 

was J.ater to intensify thia fragmentation by the introduction 

o{ zeJ.igioua diversity. one of the woat influential 

thinkers to contribute to the idea of the secular state 

was Marsi~lio of Padua. He envisaged a state thot could 

control and regulate the Cta.lrch just .as 1 t does trade or 

agriculture. 

The concept and principles of a secular state 

developed over a long period of time in USA and Europe; 

In the western political experience ~e con~ept has emerged 

as an important aspect of the liberal democratic t:rad1 tion: 

Thl s leads Smith to comment that the secular state 1& 

western and not Asian in ~lin; Of course, Smith dbee 

not de~v the existence of certain princlplos of a secular 

ata te in Asia, where however the tr:adi tional pattern of 

relationship between religion and society was one of 

interdependence. 

However, after independence India did not build a 

new nation on the foundations of ancient Hindu thought. 1' 

-----
. Ibid.-> 
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The traumatic experience of partition of the country 

compelled the Indian leaders to give special attention to 

the minority question. It was a baffling task for the 

founding fathers as the British had foxmulated a colonial 

atrategy of satisfying the ambitions of the minority 

groups. The Indian leadership inherited the legacy of the 

British polict of non-interference in religious m•ttera, 

giving religious freedom to all and providing special 

representation in the lglslatlve bodies and administration; 

The ruling elite faithfully followed the British 

approach to minorities except for the aboli t.ton of 

separate electorate. 16 

Panikkar believes that the roots of India• s democracy, 

egaJ.i tartan and secular state were in the west andpot 

in ancient Hindu thought. The valid experience of any 

one country becomes the common inheri tance• of civilized 

humanity. The characteristic emphasis of secul~rism is 

that religion i& purely a matter of the individual 

conscience - civil authority based on coercive powers has 

no rightful jurisdiction over lt. 

16. 

Many leading Indian intellectuals heve been greatly 

Shakir (Main) - Politi~& of ~ia?rities, Ajanta 
Publications, Delfil, lYSO, p.3 • · 



influenced by the western concept of seeulul•~ They 

believe thot scientlflc, economic and social prqgrees 

of the country will vary inversely w1 th the prevalence 

of the religious outlook. Some intellectuals take a more 

kindly view of religion- see in it certain gretit values 

but want to bring it !n line with modern life, yet 

another group is indifferent to religion. All of them 

however, see the secular state as wests contribution to 

India - l t i a part of a liberal dernocratlc framework which 

they believe is the only fair and democratic solution to 

the" proolem of religious minori ties.l7 

Pandi t Nehru was one ot foremost chempl.on8 of a 

seeu 1 .-.;r state in India; For him the secular a tate is 

the aine-qua non of a modern democracy. Under him, a 

secular state developed Ia thttt which pxotects ell 

religions but doe~ not favour one at the expense of 

others and does not establish any religion ess the offici.al 

creed~· However, contrary to this., was another opinion 

that a secular state cannot function in a religious society, 

because secular! am is based on a broad based philosophy 

of rationalitiDl end materialls~ They believed that 

the idea th"t the Gandhlan concept of ~aU ty of all 

17. Smith (D.aE.) - oe.cit., pp;l52-153'; 



religions might lead to a non-communal stata but never 

to really secular one. 

It waa their contention that a constitutional set 

up which excludes religion from the function l s necessary 

this would however be only the frin~e, &omething more 

f~ndamental would be the &ecularization of both individual 

and social Ufe - true apiri tual freadom, which would mean 

not only the freedom to choose from v arloua religious 

doctrines but also the freedom of the human spirit from 

tyranny of all of them.l8 

It is interesting to note the obvious differences 

between the Hindu and Christian approaches to the theoretical 

basis of the &ecular state. The development of the 

secular atate in the western Christian tradition never 

proceeded on the assumption that all religions were 

equally true and valid and ultimately one and the same. 

It was in fact the frank recognition of the religious 

differences which led to the conclusion that the state, 

which governs and protects all people must therefore be 

divorced from 1·eligion and such matters should be left 

strictly to the individual citizen. 

Many Indian leaders, puticularly Hindus objected 

to the we stern concept of a secular state bGcause the 

lB. Ib1Q..., p. 155. 



aecular state in the west was a result of the failure to 

&elva the religious Question. They felt that since the 

problem had been solved in India the western concept of 

secularism had no real relevance to India'• needs. 

In the light of these conflicting opinions and 

understanding of the term secularism and aecular, 1 t is 

quite obvious that there cannot be any one or defini tf.ve 

view on the Indian atate• 1 claims to being a tecular. 

However, S:nith points out that secularism i& not just 

stparation of Church and state but involves three basic 

relations that of (a) religion and individual {b) state 

and individual (c) etate and ~eligion.l9 If we look 

at the constitutional provisions regarding these three 

aspects in the Indian Constitution, then it would be quite 

evident that tne constitution provides for a secular poll ty, 

The three points put forth by Smith would suggest 

that in a secular st4te the individual and corporate freedom 

of religion would be guaranteed, the state would deal with 

individuals as citizens irrespective of their religion and 

lastly that the secular atate would not be constitutionally 

connected to any particular religion, neither promotes 

any or interferes with any religion. 

19. !e!S· f£eface, p.ii. 



As h2s been mentioned earlier, the Indian constitution 

in 1 ts preamble incorporates the term secu ler to define 

the Indian state. Besides, the Part III of the consUtut1on 

in dealing with fundamental Rights specifies Right to 

Freedom of Religion as one of the rights {Articles 2~. 

26, 'Z7 & 28 ). 
20 

l1owever, being a multi-religious state, with many 

significant religious minorities it was not enough to 

create a secular atate. The constitution makers felt 

that it was also necessary to incorporate some special 

proviaions to safeguard the rights of the minorities

religious, cultural and linguistic. 

Thua minori. ty rights assume a place of. very great 

importance. The constituent assembly adopted these righta 

(Article a 29, 3)) on the basis of a consensus. 21 The 

constituent assembly was enthusiastic about these rights 

and included measures to ensure that the safeguards shOuld 

not remain mere paper safeguards. The minorities ware 

divided according to their strength and population~ 

However the founding fathers did not clearly define 

aa to who would be the m1norities. 22 This was decided 

20. 

21. 

22. 

The ~nstitution of Ind~a, op.cit, pp.lD-11. 

Consti t~ent As1embly Debates - Vol.5, Govt.of Indta 
Press, arrdaSaa, p.l98. 

Beg !:'ustiee N.) -Rights Rf Minon t1e' under- r· 
Jng!M CgostL\u\Loa, JetNa ar .. Shavano 1 916,1'\.3• 



subsequontly in the course of a decision on the Kerala 

Education Bill by the Supreme Court. It was decided th4t 

a minority would be a community which is numerically less 

than fifty per cent of the population of a &tate. 23 

In the context of present day India, the question 

of sat1 sfying the aspirations of mino.d. tl.es is of crucial 

importance. This is in Moin Shakir' a opinion the cr1 ter1on 

of success _or failure of the democratic experiment in 
24 this country. In any case he believes that 'minority• 

is a national concept, a minor! ty is such because they 

perceive themselves as such. 

Justice Beg has studied the Indian Constitution very 

closely and has concluded that there are many articles wh!ch 

provide for minority rights. He makes a long list of such 

rights- Articles 141 15 (3} & (4), 16, 120, 210, 29(1), 

30{1} 1 30(2) 1 350(A) ~ (B), 347, 350, 3301 332, 164, 335, 

331, 337, 333 1 338, 17, 35 and 336.25 

Ofthese it is articles 29 and 30 that deel spect~ 

ftcally and directly with minorities and their rights, 

besides the freedom of re ligton granted by articles 251 26, 

23. Ibid., p.3. 

24. Shakir (Mo!n) - op.c1.t4 p.32. 

25. Be<J (Justice N.) - opj'cit, pP.5-Sl. 



21 and 28. Article 29 gives all the minorities the right 

to preserve aoo conserve their di st1nct idan t.1 ty and 

her1 t&ciJe. Article 30 gives the religion & linguistic 

minor1 tie& the right to eatablia h and administer educational 

1nstitutiona of their choice. However the minorities 

will not be discriminated against in matters of admissione 

to $tate aided or state run educational institution•. 

ID..l s the Indian a tate declares itself to be secular 

and grar1ts freedom of religion and. special rights and 

safeguards to minorities- religlona aa well as ltnguiatlc: 

The Indian state is however not anti-religious. In fact 

many scholars like Lu-lhe_-ro.. challenge India• a eecular 

statu a i taelf, because the Indian state actively involves 

itself in religious matters as is evident from example 

given by Luthera where he demonstrates quite clearly 

that the Indian parUament considers i tae lf supreme as 

far religious affaira are concerned- it does not stop 

short of enacting legislations that might affect the 

religious lives of the people~ Purther, the Indian state 

is actively involved in the adninistration of many 

religious institutions, gives aid to some and has taken a 

constitutional step in the direction of banning eow 

slaughter. 

Thus, some instances of state interference in reli

gious affairs is permitted by the constitution itself 



(1) financial administration of temples (2) pr~etiee of 

ex-co~municatlon fr~~ religious communities~ (3) admission 

of Harijans into Hindu temples (4) the modification of 

religious personal laws, to give but a few examples; 

The chief reason for aueh ints:referenee l$ that Hlnduiem 

lacks the kind of ecclesiastical organization necessary 

to set it own house in order • thus the urge for 
26 reform can only be satisfied by state action~ · 

However, one must add to the credit of the Indian 

state that it has no atato religion, nor does 1 t give any 

constitutional recognition to Hinduism as the religion 

of the major! ty of citizens, nel ther does it have an 

ecclesiastical department in the Central government. 

The Indian state thus has been caught in a cruel 

dlttmma. By the strict principles of secularism it cannot 

interfere with any social custom (except) on the grounds 

of "public order, moralL ty a1ld heal th• 27 as stated in 

the constitution. On the other hand, modern conception of 

social justice demands radical chonges in the Indian social 

struc'b.lro 1 which would imply int6r,)ference in the religious 

affairs. 28 

26. 

27~ 

28. 

Sml th (o.B.) - ~ll., p.l26. 

Ihe Constitution of India - 22&~. p;S~ 

Sinha (V.K. )ed.- 5eatlarlrf ang Ind~IT~mocrasx • 
in Seculari&m ln YOa a, La \]anl PU l: ng Rouse, 

. _,1968,p.3~\ 
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has a role vis-~vis religion, it can interefere very 

often in favour of religious minorities. 

we have noted that secularism in i t• s modern fo:rm 

emerged in Weetern Europa and meant a separation of state 

from Church and the Chu~ch fl'om the school. Howe"Yer we 

do not have the same expe~iencea as the west. 

Io begin with all the major world reUgions are 

rep:re ssnted in India. Ihe religion of the majorl ty 1 & 

Hin<ilism which doea not have a Church, is not semitic or 

ordained, nor does it even have a Caliphate. In the abaence 

of a dominant reli~ious Church what has to be separated 

from state is the belief patterns that permeate all 

aspects of life-the dogmas, caste and re llgious prejudices! 

In fact theae has to be clear acceptance and understandl.ng 

of the fact that all state laws are superior to all 

religious laws and the latter should be sub-ordinated 

to political authority. 

However, there are many also believe that what 11 

suitable for India is not the above mentioned application 

of the term secular, but a variation of this, embodied in 
( 

the oft quoted Sarva Dharma Sarna Bhava' or an equal resp,ct 

or maintenance of an equ1distance towards all religions 

as iar as the state is concerned. 
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Prof a asor Rasheedudin Khan however potnti out that 

the word Oharllla caMot ba translated as religion alone, 

in fac·t it lends itsolf to c.t least fifteen different 

meanings and is often used J.n a contextual sense. This 

simPli t tic rondering of word dharllla as .r-eligion is 

cri ti ci zed. 

Beaidea, Prof. Khan believes that such an interpretation 

of the concept of secularism leads to what he describes 

as cheerful multiple communalism, be~ause operationally 

such an understanding of t.he term secularism would mean 

bifurcation of all personal laws leading to communal tension•;· 

The lo·diC somehow seems to be perverted where single 

communalism is apparently set aside .ln favour of multiple 

commune li sm. 

Such a ai tuat1on ia obviously not very favourable to 

the Indian si t-:Jation - a country where there are many 

re l:i.yious minori tios. In fact there ligious concept tons 

in this country ar~ &o •ast that they cover every aspect 

of life from birth to death. Thera is in fact very little 

that is not religion. If so, then there should be extra 

care taltan to ensure a total and complete e ltmination of 

all religious ox dogmatic elements from the state and 

1 t s praeti ce e. 

Io a great extant th() Indian polity is troubled by 

the communal problems because of a misinterPretation of 



the term secular and sSC'Jlarism as .•lao th~ existence of 

communal parties which cl&1JJ~ to represent rflligious 

minorities or even the dominant ;roups~ 

II 

A very good and interesting illustration of thil 

phenomenon ln lrldia is the ea&e of the state of K~relae 

for Kerala has many significant religious m!.nori ties 
I 

and poll tics tn that state has to take into account the 

fact of their existence. Of cour•e, the govt; of India 
h has an overarclng policy towards these minoritiesZ " ' ' 

Th9 m1nor1 ties eommi salon for instance w ae set 

up on Jan. 12th 1978 to safeguard the intarests of the 

religious, and linguistic minorities as a step forward 

to preserve aeeul~ tradl tions, promote national in teQ• 

ration and remove a feeling of inequalitv and diserimi• 

, · ~~,::·,.,,,~ion among the minor! ties. Thus, it 1s quite clear 
' ~ '/~\ 
i u-, t~e} the protection of the rights is deflni taly and ine-
~ i/Jf I 

J..,... ( .. II. 
~--:voeably linked with the desire to strengthen the secular 

image and content of the nat1on.29 
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lta.la, it la eaaily established that a atudy of 

the mJ.noritles, (religious in thla instance) ia of ~reat 

relevance and of course considerable interest. Kerala 

is c~aen because it is a vivid example of the religious 

minori tl.ea and their involvement in poU tic~ 

Here, the attempt ia to examine one p&:rt1QJ1Br 

m!.nori ty of Kerala - the Christians, whe ere a s19Qifleant 

and very important minority~ Ibis minority has had a very 

far xeaching impact on tho policies of the state and 

determines the rapid tNists and tu.l·ns of Keutla S)ol1t1c~ 

to a great extent. It was decided to study the case of 

the Christians in K.erala, also bec,use, tbi s ia a religious 

group that is not very well represented in the reat of 

the country. 

Kerala llea on the soutt"Niestern extremity of the 

Indian sub-continent and waa inaugurated on 1~11.1956 as a 

result of the ra-organization of the state e on a lingu l.Uc 

basis. To the wsat of Kerala "Ues the Arabian sea and 

to the east, the Western ghata.- The land ia divided in 1 t• • 

physical feature a into three di st1net regions ( 1) the 

highland touching the western gha ta (2) the plains which 

lie in between the highlands and the sea co aft (3) the 

coastal belt.•30 

30. India (Govt.) - C~n§U& of india, 1981. 
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Spread oveJ: an area of 38863 sq;km, Kerala 

haa a population of 25.4 m1llions30 and a hl~h litara~y 

rate of 70~4~.31 leQend has it that, Kerala waa 

reclaimed from the sea and given to tho Brahmins from 

the north, as their new homeland by Lord Parasurama-; 

In the opinion of the renowned British anthro

poloc;,ist Arthur Kei tb, Kerala is a paradise for· any 

student of unthropology in the sense that i t• e intor

ming!ing civilization of diverse races, I·el1g1ons, 

castes and customs present an interesting challenge to 

social ectentist&. 32 

K~rala is veritably a crucible for all faiths 

with all the major world religious f1nd1n~ a substantial 

representation - Hindus, Muslims, christians, Jews, Jains, 

Buddhists, Parsis and Sikha.33 The latest cenaua 

figures can be cited in th1 s context; 

30. 

32. 

33; 

India (Govt.) - Cen!\:!t of India, 1981 

.!W 
Cited in FIC (Victor M~}- Kerala i Yanao of 
India, Naehiketa, Bombay, 1'WO: p·; -; · 

Hariharan (A) - "The Kerala Crucible• - The 
Hindust&n Times - Delhi, 7 Jan.-'83; -
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Table 1.1 Population of six Major Rellgf.oue Communities 

Ke:rala- 1981
34 

Religious COOIDuni ties Persons (be longing to) 

1. Buddhists 223 

2. Christians 5233865 

3. Hindus 14801347 

4; Jains 3605 

!:r; ~slims 5409687 

6 •. Sikhs 1295 

Source 1 Census of India, 1981 

It is very inte:re sting to observe that, whi 19 th$ 

all India percentage of each rsUgiouc community is as 

follows - Hindus (83%), Muslims (11.2%) and Cbr.tttlan• 

{2.6%), the percentage for Kerala is Hindus (60;8%), 

Muslims (18%) and Christiana (21.2%); Thus 1 t 11 clearly 

demonstrated that the Christiana in Kerala are a 

substls\tial and an important minority; In fac' some of 

the districts in Kerala a1·e such that they are often 

referred to as Christian districts; 

34.- India ( govt.) - Census of India, 1981 ~ 



Table 1.2 1 The District '•·lise braak up of too Christiana 

in Kerala 35 

S.No. Districts Christians (% of total 
population) 

1. Cannanore 9.55 

2. wayanao 24.16 

3. Kozhikode 4.80 

4: Malappuram 2.~ 

~ Pal ghat 3.75 

6; Trichur 25.10 

7~ Ernalcu lam -«).20 

a·~ Idukk1 43;15 

9~ Kottayam 47~48 

10; Alleppey 27 •. 30 

11; Q.lilon 22.66 

12. Ir i v andJ:um 17~·70 

Source 1 Hariharan (A) in Ihe Hindustan Iime 

Three centuries before Christianity gained official 

recognition in Europe, making it the established religion 

of Rome, it was already present tn Kerala. In fact few 

people $&em to real! ze that Chr.l stiani ty. C$1Il8 to India 

35: Hariharan {A) - opee~t. 



a a early as the first cs: tury after Chrl &t, long b~fore 

Europe turned to it, and established a fir~ hold in 

South India. 

Though there is no ciEJbate about the antiqu1 ty of 

christianity in Kerala, there •re certainly d1fferent 

ve:raions of how ehrist!ani ty reached the Indl$11 sho~s. 

A popular and widely accepted traditi~n attrtbutes 

Chri. stJ.an pro sGlytlzatf.on to St. Them as the Apostle • 36 

"who lall:ied at Malankara near Craganore, c0nverted some 

Brahmin& and others and founded seven c!hurches - s!K in 

Travancore and Cochin and one at Polayur in Malaber•"37 

It-.e:ce are some scholars who be Ueve that Chrl st1an1 ty 

was introduced into Kerala from west Asia in 4th eentuJ:Y 

by T~aa of Cana.38 Yet others believe that Chr1st1$n1ty 

in Keraln can be attributed to the Nestortan m1se1onsr1eal 

who ar:ri vad ther0 from P€'rr.;:.."a in the 5th century.; 

Whatever the origin, 1 t is fairly clear that by 

the 8th or 9th century A.D. the Church in Kerala was ln 

direct •communion w1 th the Neetorian Patriarch of Babylon 
39 from whom 1 t received bishops from time to time~ These 

Noaaitar(T•J.)- 9gmmjn1tm in Kerala,Oxford Untveratty 
Pre~$0 t982, p.2l. . · 
Mal!men P~M;) - Cpmuna~! sm v s.; Communi liD - Minerva 
(\ssocia1sa, 1981, pp;;7- •• 
Fie (Victor M:) - op. c1 t., p•·l~ 

Mammen (P;.M. ) - op;:cLt·• - pp~ 7~~ 



earliest ChristJ.ans of Kerala axe knom aa Syrlan 

Chriattans however, "the members of the Church of Malabar 

are called Syrians not bfc&u68 they have Syrian li turgyt 

They are not of the Syrian nation but of the Syr'tan 

rites. 4J the name in this case is thus not an ethnological 

or geographical designation. but is purely eecles1astleal: 

The Syrian Christians ocGJ pied the hinterland of 

th~ coast from Calieut to Quilon and were traditionally 

the subjects of the ruling rajao of Kerale~ Uvtng 

arMngst e largely non-Chr1 st!an population they gradually 

became "Hindui!ed• Christians. Thetr Churches often 

looked like Hindu temples and there 1a a charming tale 

of Vasco da gam& who mistook a Hindu temple of Kali to 

be a Christian Church and worshipped there W1 th all 

aolemn1 ty • m1 staking the idol of Kali for a repr~sentatioft. 

of Virgin Mary. 

Gradually, these ;roups of Syrian Christians adopted 

caste :rest:r1etlo!ls and did not allow the untouchable 

Harijans and the neo..Christians to enter their house~ tbe 

latter were new converts from the lower castea and were 

40~ "The term :r1.te p:rimarill means the worde to be sUd 
~d action to be done n carrying out a given act 
of 1:'8lig1on, e.g. the rite of Baptis~By extension 1t 
means a complete system of ritual and prayers to be 
used in the worship of God and the mtn1 stratton of . 
Sacxamentsn - Antony ( ~.P. ) - Or~{~ and Growth ~ · 
Lattn Catholic I of Keralat Unpub d thesl s 54 1 tted 
to ne OnivsrSlty of Kira a, 1981 1 P~l; 
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contemptuously ref ex-red tc as Puthu Christians (new 

Ci1ri sti.ans) • 41 

W.l th the advent of Chri stiani t.y in Rome, a psycho

logical conflict p:ecipi tate d. zealots wanted to deny 

the prior heritage and therefore undertook a movement tc 

:rewttta books on lan;uage 0 g:ram:nar and rhetoric wt thout 

any allusion to pagan la~end and traditton. Thus, when 

the _Portugu,ese landed in Karala in the 16th century they 

ado p tr3 d a simi l.a.r at ti tl.: de. 42 

the 1n1 ttal evangeUcal c:ttive by the Portuguese waa 

crude and ruthless. their assumption that the entire 

Apo atolic Ch:ri stJ.an community CJme automa t1cally under 

their fold and their drive to Lat1nise the rttes created 

wideap.read resentment, and the Portuguese had to face 

stiff resistance, as was wi tnes6Sd in the memorable 

incident known as Koona~ Kurisu Satyam (Pledge taken at 

the c.ross of Kc.onan Hill). 43 

Ihis incident divided the old community into two 

section - Romo Syrians who accepted the Roman Catholic faJ. th 

41. Mammen (P.M.)- QO;cit., PP~7-~: 

42. Chai tanva (KI isnma) - l!!Q!! ,_ ,1~h~,. Ji!.n1 Jre J!!Ra·le.l<eYaJo... 
.'mr, · , 1972. 
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and the Jacobite Syrians who choae to maintain their 

loyalty to their traditional patri~cht The influence 

of the Clhurch ali ssionary society in 19th century created 

a reform movement within the Jacobite Syrian Cturch that 

resulted in the fo1'1Dation of a reformed Martb:tma Syrian 

Church; Ih•re is also a sizeable non-Syrien Chrl stlan 

population consisting of Latin Ca thol1e r1 tes and other 

Prote stint Churches of European origin; Thu a we aee that 

Christians in Kera1a are Syrians and non-Syrians who are 

found in Catholic and non-Catholic communities; 

Land, in Kerala was tzadi tionally be U eved to be 

of divine ori~in and ownership was w1 th ~e hi~ her castet -

Brahmins and Naira and their temples~ The tenants and 

sub tenants mostly belonged to the lower castes Hindus or 

the Christian and Muslims~ Chriatians therefore had 

no Privileged po si tiona in the Kerala society and very 

often took to trade and did well~ 

The ~it.J.sh brought with them, IBcula.r education 

and plantation cultivation which Led to chaf'kJes in thla 

above mentioned seen arlo; The Christian Oll'DmUfti ty took to 

both tho activities in a big way; However, in the caste 

ridden society of Kerala which Swami Vlvekanenda described 

as a "mad hou ae of caste" there was a great scope, end 

need felt for social and economic refoxms - because those 



who d1d not flnd themselves on tl'u~ top of the Hindu 

caste hierarchy were d!.acrtminated against 1n all sphere 

of lifo. Of the explo1 ted communi ties, the •Ezha .. as were 

the first to organize into a solidarity group and revolt 

for social and economic reforms J.n Travancore. The 

Clu1et1an •• who were advanced econoraically joined the 

Kzhavaa to fight for poU tical reform .. ;•44 

In feet, alongw1th the Muallma they hid formed a 

"triple alliance• as early as 1982 against the Raja of 

Travaneo:ce and aubmi tted a memora •• cilm wh1 eh among other 

things demanded admission of Ezhavaa in goverruoent jobs~ 

This emorandum bas been subsequently termed the 

Malayalee Memorial; !he formation of Sree Narayana Dharma 

Paripalana Yogam (SNDP) in 1903 by the Ezhava leader , 

Sree Narayana Guru became a fore runner of other rel1g1oul 

asaoc1~t.lone, that ptttt1c1pate in KB:rala pol1 ties through 

these "eolldarity groups;• 

Some of the Neo..Chrlstl.ana organiJed the PratnyaksM 

Rakaha Daiva Sabha (God's Church of Visible Salvation), 

'a fetli ·other • organized the BackWard clael8 a Chrtetlarl 

Federation. It 1& thus quite obvious that tho Christiana 

tn Kerala poll tics had rallied together fairly early 

44. Mamen (P.M. ) - 22.i.C1 t, p;52; 



a ~'Xi were trying to assert themsetve s as they came to be 

aware of their minor! ty atatus; 

Here it would be wor thwh!.l e to look at the most 

widely accepted def in1 tion of the term m1non tv that baa 

been provided by the report of the unt ted Nations rub

commlsa!.on on Prevention of Discrim!.natlon and Proteetlon 

of Minorities, it eays t •the term minority 1ncludf;Ja 

only those non-dominant groups in population which 

possess and wJ.sh to preserve stable ethnio, religious or 

lingu1 stic tradi ilona or characteristics markedly 

different from those of the rest of the populatlon-;45 

If so, then the Christian coma.anity did constitute 

a clear and significant mino;ity in Kera.la, wh1ch not only 

wl shed to per serve 1 t• s identity but also wanted to 

ameliorate it's conditions and opportunities~· Thus in 

Kerala the various communal soliaari ty groups that came 

up in response to the socio-economic conditions- actively 

mobilized their respective communi ties, ts nd provided 

"communal soliaarlty" for political action; 

45; Cited in i1M1nor1t~es !n_I~d1a"- UNI BockgrO!Jnder,Ne.wDe.IJii 
Vol; III. r-b-;24, , June I!tn, 78, p;-5'; 
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In Travancore, the voting and membership of 

the council was restricted to the traditional lando 

ords, i.e •. Brahmins& Nairs end the other groupa were 

kept out. Ihe ruler of Travancore state, Sree Chi tra 

'Ihi.runal introduced aome legislative of reforms in 1932,. 

whereby a bi-cameral legislature was inaugurated wl thout 

ei the:r changing the franchise or making the administration 

reeponsible to the legislature. 

It was in ihis context that the Janm1 (Landlord), 

Kudyan (tenant) struggle took a new turn and the Ezhavaa, 

Chri stlans and Muslims came together and formed a 

political organization called Samyukta Rasbtriya Samlthl 

(SRS). Iheir ~ain demand w~s for an immediate dissolution 

of both the houses, amendment of the provisions deal-

ing with representation and proportional communal 

representation in civil services. Their movement came to 

be known as the Nivarthana Prasthanam - or the Abstention 

Mbvealfti as they successfully boycotted the elections 

to the new legislature. 46 

Many leading member& of the three communities 

came foxwa.rd and aroused the masses. George Joseph, a 

Christian leader presided over the meetlng at Kozheneherrv 

on May llth 0 1935 which was the climax of the agitation. 47 

46. Kusuman (K.K.)- Ihe Ab£ten£lQrt.,_~oyemen~.Ke.'Y'a..la 
Kerala Historical SOcie y, _ 1976. 

47,; Mammen (P.M.) -_op.cit, p.52. 



The Temple Entry Proclamation ln !936 weaned •~av a 

considerable aectton of the &zhavaa from the agitation. 

Muslims in Travaneore, much like their brethern elsewhere 

in India were di senenchanted and wi thdroin from poll tle& 

after the failure of the Khilafat movement ill the 1920s. 

Thus, the leader &hips of the agi taUon waa vittu&lly in 

the hands of the Christian leaders. 
' 

Ihe Nivarthana Prasthanam launched by the Samyukta 

Rashtriya Semi thJ. succeeded in winning a majori tv of seats 

in both houses Qf the legislature in Iravancore 

I.M.Verghis a prominent Christian leader was elected 

the deputy President of the assembly. The SRS which 

was now effectively a Christian outfit was surprisingly 

joined by Nalre over the issue of the prosecution of a 

person for publishing anti-govt. articles. They formed 

a new political party called the Trevaneore State 

Congress. 

These attempts to come together politically 

elicited a tough reaction from the govt. for instance 

the govt. came down heavily upon some banks run by 

prominent Christians, in another cease they banned the 
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publication of n~spape~s published by a Christian group;48 

This was the po11 tics in Tr~vaneore v ls-a-vts the 

chrlslasns. In Cochin state the year 1936 morited a 

turning point as far as the Chrtstluns 51d their attitude 

towards poll ties was concerned.; 

In Co chin the possible dent el of an lmpor tan t 

lucrative electricity contract to the local Chrf.ettan 

contractors in favour of people from Madras, in a certain 

sense marks the entry of the Christiana tn Cochtn into 

active pol1tica. 49 

Thus 1 t can be noted that to begin wl th 1 t was 

the generally prosperous and educated sections of the 

Kerala Christians who took an active part in the poll tlc& 

of Iravancore, when their interests were being directly 

affected and also when they started perceiving a need 

for a greater say in the political affairs of the state. 

48. The Govt. liquidated tha ~Jational and Ouilon. 
Bank and arrested 1 t• s directors K.C.Mammen 
Mapp1llah who was also the editor of the Malayala 
Manorama. Prominent Christian bankers C.P.Mathew 
and K.C.Eapen were also arrested. Malayala 
Manorama published bV a Syfi&n Ch'ri stian group 
was banned- Mammen {P.M.}- op,clt,, p.61. 

49. This incident was popularly known sa the 
electricity agitation. 



III 

On the ave of Independence, what we find ls 

that the ao-called Christian leaders wexe seen as the 

spokespersons of the entire community and in almost all 

instances belonged to the upper crust of the Christian 

population. The laity followed the d1rectlves of the 

Church and as early aa 1947 the Church had opposed 

the Praja Man~alam Party wh~ch stood for elect.i.ons in 

Cocbin because of 1 t• s advocacy of soc! ali st ideology0 

This was to set the pace & style for much of 

the later developments in Kerala as far Christians as 

a m1nor1 ty group in Kerala' s poll tics were concerned. 

Over the years many new aspects and dimensions have been 

~dded to the dynamics of Christian groups and thai~ 

involvement in Kerala politics. It is these developments 

in the post-independence period that will be looked at 

and studied. The yeara immediately after the creation 

of a new state of Ka.rala we.ra of JWch axel temsnt-poli

tically. Ihe setting up of an el~cted communist party 

gov t. being one of the reasons. The ouster of this 

govte and the subsequent coali tlon govts. which marlc 

a period of un&tabllity in Ksrala politics are all 

vital links in the cha1n. 



This study however aLms to examine specifically 

the developments ln Kerala politics in the context of 

the Christian community in the period 1978-87~ It has 

already been established earlier as to why the Christian 

community of Kerala has been chosen in particular. The 

years 1978-87 besides being what we may call contemporary, 

provided an ideal year to begin with- 1978 being the 

year which was a watershed as far as Indian Politic& 

is concerned, ~hen m\.lch of that familia:r in Indian 

poll tics chan~ed dramatically after the errH~rgency and 

the 1977-78 elections. 

Besides, this period between 1978-87 has been 

an eventful period for the Karala Contz-esa - the party 

that is popularly a~sociated with Ch.risti24n intere~ts 

in Kerala. There were occasions for the Church in Kerala 

also to -JG t involved in poll tical questions and in 

scenes reminscen t of the 1950s the clergy once again took 

to the streets but this time for very different purposes 

and in a largely chang9d context. It is in this period 

that v..·o also note t11-3 inc.=etising mutual suspicions 

between the Hindus and the Christians in Kerala which 

has even led to communal riots. Iowards tJut latter half' 

of the peri~d under stu:iy, we note a graate~ degree of 

intolerance and a streak of what we may ~11 'fundamantallam' 

in tne form of the hostile reactions to certain supreme 
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court judgements which were seen as anti-ihristlan 

and the more loud furore that was caused by a Maleyalam 

translation of a play; once again because it was seen 

as hurting the sentiment& of t,he oinorities. 

These incidents and the development that l$d 

to it will obviously form an integral aspect of the pro

posed study. Ihe electoral performance of the Kerala 

Congrese-an analysis of the election resulta in terms 

of electoral support, will also be examtn,~Jd. The important 

issues and concerns that the Kerala Congress stood for 

or opposed while in the govt. and when out of 1 t will 

also be studied. 

The Chri st1an mlnori ty in Kerala is a def1n1 ta 

pressure and inf luencee on Kerala poll tics, specially 

since it hae organized it&elf into a political party-

the Kerala congress - which is not a conventional communal 

party but often functions like a political 

group on behalf of the Chri stlans. 

ln Kerala, the :religious pre ssul·O groups apart 

from their efforts for the roali&ation of religious 

objectives, act also as pres;sure groups th11t often enable 

members of tneir communi ties to sacure social mob111 ty, 

political power and economic advantage working througn 

existing partie& or formin~ their own, they attempt to 



have their members nominated for elective offices, They 

try to maximize thelr representation and influence in 

state cabinet through legislative and administrative 

channels. The religious pressure groups pros! for actions 

for the wBlfare of their members nominated in the 
50 

educational and ~conomic spheres. 

tt 1& observed that in Kerala, ChrLstian groups 

have tended to shape party strategy and political 

behaviour, Even in the pre-independence period this was 

a phenomenon that eouldn' t go unnoticed, 

Thus, in the course of this s1l.ldy it is proposed 

to examine all these aspects of the Christian minority 

group of Kerala vis-a.-vis poll tics and poll tical deve

lopments in that state in the period 1978-87. 

This study is based on varioue, books t.i1at have 

been written on the different aspects of Kerala and 

1 t• s politics in general and minority poll tics ln parti

cular, Articles in newspapers and journals and pamphlets 

50. John (P.John) - "Challenge of Religious pressure 
groups to the Indian political system :-A $tudy 
with reference to Korela" - L'ldi tin Journal of 
Political §Ei!nce, India, Jan-March '11, p.54. 



and studies conducted by Chritt1an groups have also 

been used. Besidflf. these, theoretical accounts on 

l-ellgiort and it•s role in politics, secularism and the 

naturft of f'ecula:r Indian stato have also been referred 

to. Various Ph.D. thesis is, M.A. dis~rtatlons, that 

have been written on related aspeeta of this topic 

have also been referred. 

The section that i& coming to a close has dealt 

with the them~s of the Indian secular st~.te, reltginus 

minorities !n India and the constitutional prov!si9ns 

for them and the minorities in Karala- specifically 

the Christian minor! ty. Ihis section has dealt wl th 

a very general and brief ovex·view of the Christiane 

and their involvement in Kerala politics prior to 

independence. 

From here, the next move is to see the political 

developments in Kerala vi s-a-vis the Chri stlans 1n 

the po st.-independence perlod u;>to the year l. 977. After 

having an tdea of the poll tlcal forces 1n these years, 

we will be better equipped to study the problem ln the 

years 1978-85 along the lines mentioned earlier • 

••• 



CHAPTER II 

CrRISfiAN MH'OHIIY POUIICS ~D THE RISE OF - ( '., 
KE.ilA},t) CQNG\ESS { .;,957-711 

The political scene in Ke.rala, bas always been 

marked by instability and one of the causes for this 

poll tical instab111 ty in Kerala baa been the aetivl_ty of 

religious pressure groups~ In Kerala, the religious 

groupe have tended to shape party strategy end pol1t1cal 

behaviour. Even in pre-independence period the social 

structure paved the way for religious presSJre groups to 

come to the forefront of state politics. Religion and 

politics were thus intertwlnced. 

Religious pressure groups function as a challe"ge 

1n the formation of gova+rnents in Kerala. At present 

there are organizations for aLmost all commun1t1os and 

c•ete grou~s in Karala. The influence of the various 

groups- SNDP, NSS (Nair Service Society), NDP (National 

Democratic Party), Muslim League, Kerala Congress and 

the Church as such varies according to their wealth and 

numerical strength. In the political field their influence 

1 s enhanced by &eparate poll tical parties sponsored by 

John (Po John) - gp,cite pp.58-6l. 



the most powerful of such orgJnizationa~ Some of these 

are of cou•se full fledged poll tical parties; 

These religious groups are such a forceful presence 

in Ke:rala that the government often finds that 1 t can 

move only through the channels prescribed by the religious 

grouPs. It ls not rare to see· the constituencies being 

arranged s~ictly on communal lives, seats are often 

allotted on similar grounds. Politicians are forced to 

meet the religious heads and they take part tn religious 

activi ttes from time to time so that their poll tical base 

1 s strengthened. .,--
It is this intermingling of both the party and 

religious interests which leads to contradictions, as a 

result of which goverllnents fall. Cohesion become a 

difficult to maintain because, in every government at least 

some ministers are under the control of the religious 

_ groups, they do not want to lose their pol1t1eal 

base. As far as influence of ·Christian groups in Kerala 

polities is concerned - it has been mainly exerted through 

the Church and after the emer~ence of the Kerala congress, 

the latter has also played a vital role~ 

The first general elections were approaching in 1951-52 

and the Christians, specially the Catholics, following the 



specific directives of their clerical hierarchy 

stood behind the Indian National Congress. 53 

Aa mentioned earlier, Kerala as we know 1 t today 

waa the result of linguistic re-organization of states 

and came into being in November 1956. General elections 

to the new state Leg 1 sla ture a a &emb 1 y \'!6 re to be held 

in 1957. The election results caused a ee.nsat!on in 

that it was the first time that a Communis·t party ••• 

coming to power through the ~ana of election in a 

parliamentary system. 

Ihe C~niat Party of !ndi a came to pOWer and 

conat1.tuted a government under the Chief Min1atersh1p 

of E.M.s. Namboodir1pad. Inspi te of the antipathy of 

the upper classes of Kerala towards the communists, this 

period is significant for the tremendoue popularity and 

identification of the masses with the CPI. There wae 

a heady enthu&J.a&m and a lot of romantic expectations 

from the government. On the other side, the opponents 

of the gove.rnment0 were deeply suspicious and were 

waiting to catch 1 t off guard. 



The suspicions were often based on a vulgar and 

crude underctanding of Communism, and the Communist 
I 

party members were sought to be presented as t devils' 

who had no respect for civilized behaviour, or law and 

order and were generally uncouth; Thus, l t was againat 

such a background that the Namboodir1Pad Ministry eame 

to Power and initiat<'d the tHo most eont.roveretal legio

lations to-date in Kerala - the Agrarian Relations Bill 

and the Education Reform Bill; these two legislations 

soon turned the tide in favour of the opposition, and 

the ministry was ousted not only on the strength of a 

'popular' movement against the goveri'1Dent, but also on 

the basis of some clever political maneuvers on the part 

of the opposition with the blessings of New Delhi; 

The Christians guided by the clergy had a prominent 

role to play in the entire sordid episode whereby a 

popularly elected government was toppled within two years 

of it's installation; Namboodiripad's contzoverslal 

le~lalatione would have adversely affected the landed 

interests, and the vested interests in the sphere of 

education - represented by the Church and upper elasa 

N&irs and Chri&tiana. 

Thus, the opposition to this bill came from the 
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Congress, Na1r 16rv1ce Soc1~ty and the Church on behalf 

of the Christians. However, the bulk of the population 

could not be mobilized on the issue of this bill, because 

f. t did undoubtedly bring a much needed relief to the 

We can now move towards an examination of the billa 

and &ee as to why and how 1 t exe1 wd the passions of the 

Chi! stiana, who threw their lot behind the bid to outt 

the government. The land reform biJ.l eim-~d at a more 

radical rediatrlbution of land and an ~provement in the 

position of the downtrodden tenants and peasants; This 

would obviously have been an unwelcome p!eee of legislation 

as far the .landed interests were concerned ... who were 

both Nair& and Christians. In the sphere of edueatlon 

th® bill was seen to have a direct and adverse impact 

on the Christian run and administered educational 1nstitut!o.,s: 

There 1& no debate about the fact that the high 

11 teracy rate that Kerala boasts of and the general awareness 

8 nd poll tical consciousness of 1 ts people is to a yreat 

extend due to the work of Christian mlsaJ.ons and organl

zations, sufficientLy assl~ted by the state. 

George Woodcock comments that •the role of Chr!5t1entty 

in shaping the special character of Kerala has gone far 

behind it's success in making convert1~ !twas meinAv 
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by the effort• and influence of the 19th century 

Prete stant Chr1 stiane that modern, we stern.etyle education 

was intro:1uced in "erala.- It is largely owing to the 

efforts of Victorian miasion•rtes that Kerala has a 

literacy rate twice that of India as a whole, and a 

passion f:jr education \'A'lich seemo unbounded.•54 

By the year l97o-7l, these were 10,813 sehoole in 

the state, of these the number of Private schools under 

private managements was 6,764 (1;e. 62.5~) thanks to 

the contribution of the various eo;amuna.L associations 

which joined the lead given by the Christian community. 

Modern secular education which replaced the traditional 

centres of edueatlon was one important landmark 1n the 

process of change in Kerala. Tradl tlonaJ.J.y, educational 

opportunities in Kerala were avail.ebie on.Ly to the upper 

castes and denied to the !ower~55 

In such a situation the work of European missionaries 

1n the sphere of education is indeaed prat se worthy. The 

~yritm Christians soon joined the band wagon. The London 

Missionary Society opened an Eng!ish school at Nagerkov11 

in Travancore during the reign of Rani Parvat1 Bai (1814-29); 

Woodcock (George) - Karala • A portrait of the 
~~ar Coatt, Faber ana Faber, LOnaon, 1967, 
pp. ::C35~ 

Mammen (P.M.)- gp;ett, pp.5-6. 



Secul~ aubjecte were inb:oduced and se"eral sehools 

ware th,rown open to all sections of the population. The 

members of the Church - bishops and others U>ok an active 

interest in w:rlting and publishing and in educating. the 

masses - which was often rewarded by the local Rajas;-

The most outstanding work was that of Re--1; Herman 

Gundert of the Basel Mission in Malabar, who published 

his Malayalam greum11r in 1956 an4 Malaya.tsm - Engl! sh 

1Uct1onary in 1872. In 1921 the Rev; Benjamin Ba1lev 

established the first MaJ.ayalam newspaper launched by 

the Rev; Gundert Later he atarted publishing a missionary 

magazine e .. lled Rajyasamacharam and a literary magazine 

called Pasehimodayam. In 1848, the C.H'.b. ~lssi'onarias 

atKottayam started a journal called Jnantkshepem• 

Thus, we see that the Christian JDi&sionarles playect 

a steJ.lar role in the remarkable progress mlde in the 

sphere of 11 taracy and 1 t• s propogation 1 n Kerale. 

I! 

However, over the yeua many changes took place 

and on all sldea it was Meonceded that reform was neeeaoary 

to eradicate corruption, communaL bloe 0 m•l-edmlnietretlon 

and malpreet!ce, to confer on the government (which 

sub ~idlzed much of tho private sector) a meaw.r.o of control 



commensurate wl th 1 t• a financial c:ommi tmeute • .,56 when 

the K.M. s. mini s~v eawe to power, education in Kerala 

was in a d! sgraeeful sl tuation. 57 Thus when the CPI 

came to power 1. t became essential to foeus attention on 

the sphere of education. 

However, one might add here that this was not the 

first or by any means the lest insiaace of the $tate inter

vening in the sphere of education. Thus, the "Kerale 

Education Bill. of 1957 was not a product of the sc-

ca.lled Communist strategy of subversion and :regtmantatlon 

which was ascribed to it, but was merely a re-ed1t1on 

of previous attempts in Kerale.a58 

In fact as early as 1817 1 Her ~ghness Parvat1 Ba1 

of !ravancore had ieaued rescripts directing that the 

state should defray the entire cost of education of 1 t' s 

peopLe and ~~at the schools and management should be 

conducted under the supervision of the state. 

Later in 1945, when the Diwan of travancore deelded 

to natlonaUxe primary edu cut! on in the state there was a 

56· • 

58. 

Nossi ter ( I;J. }, , ~~mmuniem in ~r!l"• Oxford 
University Press, 1 82, Pi154. 

Liets n (G.K.) , . Iha tarst commun~st M\nlstr~ in 
Kerala, K.P. Sagen! au Qimp~usy,a'leu ta, '1 §,;· 
p.33. 

Ibid, pp.36-38. 
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audden and thr"atening reaction fro·m the Chri sttan 

education in tare sts articulated by the Church wh1 eh 

claimed "if the primary rights of individuals are affected 

to the slightest extent as a result of the socialist 

policy of the government, nature will grow angry with 

·the government, rouse up all the forces under the sun 

and wipe out from the face of the earth, the unjust 

authors of nat1onalization. 59 

This was a pastoral letter directed agaiost the 

Dewan and thie waa to be a fair indication of the manner 

in which tne clerical hierarchy •on behalf of the latty• 

was going to repeatedly take etande on polJ. tical issues -

specially in senai tive areas like educatl.on, which \\'GH 

important not only for ideological but also for purely 

commercial reasons. 

Once again in 195~ the efforts of Par.rampllly 

Govlnda Menon to rAform the private secondary sehoola 

was frustrated by the Christian managers. The Ker•la 

Education Bill was introduced on July 7th 0 1957 by the 

Education minister Joseph Mundasaery. The bill a1r"Bd at 

bringing about uniform! ty of education and a system of 

adm1 sston and reaui t.mant of teacher& on the basis of 

merits. Such reforms were much needed because recruitment 

and admission to private management schools and colleges 
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was not on the baaia o: merit i~e. the Syrian Chri1ttana 

managed schools appointed Syrian Chzistlans only~· 

For all it's bitter reception by the Christian 

interests and others, the bill was a modest enough set 

of propoaala. The government simply sought to have a greater 

say in the appointment~ and conditions of teachers, 

ensure proper records. establish local education autho

rities with officials, and state take ovei of managements 

which failed to comply with the act where it became 

necessary in the public 1ntere st to do so and tn exchange 
60 for compensation~ A further clash in the education 

sphere was provoked by the ministry's decision to take 

over the preparation and aleo the publication of text 

books. This would ha11e ad\\'~ &ely af fee ted the prl vate 

publishers~ 

The kind of reaction that followed suon proved 

the tremend~us strength and reach of re11g1~us ideology 

and the call of 'religion in danger' th~t cut across all 
. 

oth•r considerations of economic status or differancea 

in denominations amo09 the Christians; Thts period of 

Kerala politics coincided with the papacy of Pius XII 

who was known fo:t h! s conservative att1 tude and a totally 



uncompromising atand towards communi &m~ In such a 

situation the complete control over education was ;sen 

as vary crucial; "lhe Kerala Church, 1t&e1f highly 

traditionalist, faithfully reflected this outlook;61 

One actually suspects that had th~sa very reforms 

be an initiated by a non-Communist govt~. perhaps the 

~hristians could not havti been mobilized to the samG 

extent as against the Nambood1r1pad ministry - bere they 

found a whole armoury of religious and theological 

8 ryumants to be directed against the Comrwni sts, whteh 

effectively coated the basic fact- a set bacK to their 

commercial interest. 

Within weeks of the introduction of the bill, 

•oeepika• the main Catholic daily warned the ministry 

against interfering with education. Even before the 

bill was introduced, on May 28, 1957 Catholic Bishops 

met at Ernakulam to re&Olve to resist "tooth and nail" 

any infJ;ingement of the rights of private schools and 

any bid to nationaLize education• 

The Vicar genera! of the Archdtoscese of Changana

cherry Mgr. Chittoor, went further to compare the sanctity of 

educational institutions with Churchee end, therefore 0 any 

attack on the former would mean that the Christians lwUld 

have to be ready to lay down their lives; The Christian 

61; ,!lli. 



groups. through articles and vi.si ts to Delhi impressed 

upon the leadership the fact that but for the support 

extended by the Church the Christian votes would not have 

gone the Congress way; 

Ihe Malabar Catholic Association and the Protastant 

Christian As&eciation 1n thetr resolution against the 

reform proposals atated that the government wanted to 

effect a change 1n the educational system, with the ulterior 

slm of injecting into the children athe1sL::l and o the~ &f4> ecta 

of Co1m1un 1 sm. 

rt should be noted that even before the debates 

about the bill could begin in the assembly Pather Vadakkam 

had in a circular to the religious heads, called for a 

crusade against the Communist regime, proposing to the 

parish priests to fo11D 2000 small units of youths, well 

1nfol'1lled and active against the communists. This proves 

the extent of vehemence felt by the Christians against 

the bill, that a member of the clergy waa heard giving a 

call to organize a militia (later he denied !t). It 

wae claimed that the "bill made it impossible for 

Christian · schools to carry on aa such and strive to realise 

their distinctive moral and spiritual ideals•~62 



We can eaaily und~stand es to why the call for an 

agitation ega in st the government was responded to so 

enthusiastically when we look at the klnd of ob jecttons 

that were raised. "It (bill) is a comonflaged attempt 

to introduce a complete eourst of Marxian education to 

the people aa al10 to oust tho Christians from the 

education f1eld.P63 

The clerics addressed seminar and conferences, 

the Bishop of KottaJ: who inaugurated one such Congress 

asked the believers in Christ •to east their petty 

difference and tt:y to stand united dedicating their lives 

to the cause of their religion against the various opposing 

forces luch as Communists. n64 

A.K.Gopalan recounts that "the Chrtstian P$thers 

called all the Christian vot4, especially the women, to 

the Churches and told them that those who voted for the 

communists would go to hell- those who voted !or Congress 

to heaven~ They were asked to swear, touching the Cross 

of the Christ, that they w:luld not vote for the Communist 

, candidates. • The ugument that was advanced by the 

clergy w,.s that •the devil can offer much that is attractive, 

neyertheleaa, the wages of his service ls ultimately 

death, the death of the eoul-; "65 The devil in this ease 

took the shape of the Namboodlrlpad minLstry! 

65. Liaten (G.K.) - op. sci t, p;49. 



In Mcu:ch 1959 a Kerala Catholic 81 shop' G conference 

at Ern.:lktJlam charted out a programme of action ac;Jainst 

tbe government. 1n vbich the local ~hristian leader a, 

advocated the use of force and organization of volunteero 

in avery locality. Monoy flowed from the big plantation 

omers. (who were mostly Ch~:1stians) • local and forel~ 

collection. Many dramatic moves were also made for fund 

collections, for instance the pastoral letters appealing 

fo~: funda wont on to even the P.M. Jawaharlal Nehru; 

In circulars and pastoral letters the lai tt was 

ask ad tv rccrui ':. at lsas~ on a young m3n from every 

family to bo sacrifieced in the struggle. The argument 

waa that since their opponents -..ve.ro co=mnuni sts who ware 

undemocratic and understood only the language of violance 

and terror, force had to be usad. The Sunday preach tng 

was that, to kill a oommuni st would mean an entry to 1 

heaven and 1f he was a minister than, canonization was 

certain. 

Meanwhile, the Christian education «nam1 ttee took 

the firm step that they would not, at any cost, re-opan 

tha!r schovls, after the summer ;recess until the amendment 

of the Kerala Education Act took place. By June 1959, 

near civil war &it\Jation p1·evailad in Kerala; The 

enthusiasm cf the masses can be judged by the fact over 
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two and half lakhs of volunteers had been o~anized in 
66 Quilon district itself. 

Even thG Bishops o:Jere ready to court arrest and ln 

fact 1 t was Grace Metropol1 tan Mar Dinyeins who charae

tex1.zed t.~e agi tatL~n against the Commun!st govt;· as 

'Vimochana Samaram• - Libexation Struggle. By June the 

movement reached 1 t.S. climax and even school children 

joined the protest marches_. Thus the Vimochana Samaram 

witnessed a large scale mobilization of the masses in 

Kerala - the call going out from tJ1e Church pren1ses; 

In fnct the 6hurch' s host\li ty to the educational 

refo:rns \':ns so intense that it turned for sup!)ort to 1 t$ 

trad1 ti.onal .rivals the Nair "qrvtce -'oetety; Monster 

demonstrati~ns and public ralllos ware held, there was 

an organized campaign against the govarn~ent and finally, 

P(jndit Nehru who was the Prime Minister then, was con

vincf!d that the government was no longer popular «md 

was forced to step down. 

What was heard very commonly was that the governm,nt 

was an ti..Chri stian and therefore all Chr1 stian s had to 

66; 



unite against the gov~rnment. The leading bua;iness 

community as wall as the leading farming community, the 

Christians had a special interest in ~a and coffee 

plantations as also educational establishments and war~ 

extremely alarmed by the action and intentions of the 

Communist government~ 

It is not as if the entire Christian community 

benefitted from the plantations and running of educational 

institutions. How~ver, the Church played a very crucial 

role in getting the bulk of the Christian population to 

support the move against the government purely on the 

basis 'religion in danger'; As Eagels would have commented 

this was "no thing but the fantastic ref leetion s in men' e 

mind of those external forces which control their daily 

life, a reflection in which the terrestrial forces &ssuma 

the form of sup~rnatural forces.u6 7 

Tradl tionally the Christian community has always 

supported the Congress, and the support is otrengthened 

by the fact ttJat the Church c&me out openly in support of 

the Congrese. It is interesting to see that the Communist 

party, even as early as 1957 elections did not fare wall in 

the Christian dominated araas~ 

67~ Engels (F.) - ~~t.t. - Duh{1Q9, :V\oscow, 1969 11 
p~374. 



In the ~957 &$Stmbly elections in Korala, the 

CP! won two-thirds majority in all districts except 

Kottayam and Rrnakulam wh1ch have a sizeable Chrlsti&n 

population and Ln Kozh1koda (which ha.s a Muslim msjori ty)~ 

Lese than 10% of Catholics and Syrian christians trupported 

the CPI~ 

Hero we can refer to the 1957 elections results; 

Table 2.1 Kerala - 1957 assembly eleeticn. resulUby 

Di str1c:t68 

'ol ~&i.e+. 

1~ Tr!vandrum 

2. Outlon 

3. Allapp€y 

4, K¢ttayam 

5. Ernakulam 

6~ Tr!chur 

7; Palghat 

a. Kozh1kod4 

9~· Cannanora 

No, ol s...,e-.a ... ts._ __ congress e2mmunJ.st 

Tgttl 

12 

14 

14 

13 

14 

12 

15 

18 

14 

126 
F ~ 

1 

4 

4 

9 

10 

3 

3 

( 

3 

8 

10 

9 

3 

4 

6 

10 

7 

60 

Source : No sst tar ( T~J. )- Corr.muni at in Kerala,Oxford 
Univ. Piess, 1962. 

6 8; No sst te: ( T. J~) - op. c:i;),, pp.l53-57;· 



In the context of this discussion of £1£ction 

results, it ~MJuld be interesting to highlight tcr.lO 

a~pectt. of Ch:ristianf. s~d their equation with the various 

politicnl parties in Kt:rala. Wa have auaady observed 

thot txr.~i tionally 1 the communi t)' had \loted quite pre

dictably for the Congress. rnore often than not at the 

bah Elst of the Church. 

Unliko some other minority groups and their parties, 

wE.1 rcf€·I hore to the Muslim League which is very a~ttve 

in l<ei·~!a or other such pe.rties, the Christl.ana in Kerala 

h .. iva 110 r.;uch bla+.antly corrmunDl pcllti.r.al organb:atlon~ 

Tbe r.:~at:un purhap s is thut having an organized Church 

w.i..th i t.• s c.!.aborate hle:::-arch~·. thA Church does the job 

of ac·~in~ on behalf uf t,.a,9 community thus rrecludtng 

tho ncod for a poll tt~al party. 

However, in tha sixties a split in the Indian 

Nationul Cotl-Jrtlss in Kerala- resul'Wd in tho creation of 

a break 7Avay faction known as the Karala Congress. "The 

birth of the Kerala c,ngrass was the diroct result of 

inter community \.vrangle in the Indian National Congress 

in /~erala 3f ter the 1960 mid-term elections. The problem 

WiiS U.'1im<1gif~atlv~ly handled by the Congress high commood 

at the C9t1tr3 atld consequ..a:1tly a part of a major eommuntty 



(the Christians) waa permC!nently aliena ted from the IN: 

in Kerala.•69 

The problem was innocuous to begin w1 th!' A factional 

fight (without which politlca in k-erala ls never complete) 

between the Chacko and Sank~ group waa the root ~auae 

of the problem; The high command,aa 1 t often does, aupp orted 

the wrong candidate~ 1~ beg!.n with, Sankar was not very 

popular end the fac\ that he waa an &1hava was held 

against him by the Naira. The Christiana within the 

Congress felt that Chacko had been treated rather hloh 

hand. edly by the Congress high command; 

Chacko resigned and alongw1 th him 1~ other Congrea• 

legislators m:oaeed the floor and voted ln favour of the 

no-confidence motion sponsored by the oppoai tion agalnat 

the Congresa'govt. Ibis group was. formally organized 

into a political party anct named Kerala Congress some 

three months before the 1965 elections. The Kerala 

Congresa has today come to be aeen as· a party of the 

Christiana, it is feet that in all subsequent eleetlona, 

whenever the Church has supported the Kerala Congre &11 t t 
haa tended to perfom well in the Christian dominated 

69; Rao ( Lakshmana) and Cane (Leonard), "Religious , 
Parties in Kerala - A multiple R$gression analysis•
Pol1~1cal Sctentitt. vol; B-11, Rancht, 1972-741P~Sl: 
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However, it ia not a communal p~ty along the 

linea of other well known communal r:artiea. Thie distin

ction is very esaential and baa to be kept in mind'; The 

Kerala Congress does not have any eo-called ,t'Chr1at1an 

ideology or outlook on poll tic a, neither does 1 t have a 

aet of relig1ou s tenets a a 1 t• 1 foundation, nor is i t• a 

membership r est.Tlcted only to Christiane~ In fact, many 

Nair iervice SOciety members actively support and campaign 

for the Kerala Congress. 

The Kerala Cong:reaa contested w1 th the backing of 

the NSS and the Christian Church in 1965; 70 The Kerala 

Congre6a had a very humble beginning wi tb not even an 

election symbol~ The Kerala Congresa did not enter into 

any electoral alliance for this election~ In the final 

tally the position waa as follows. 

70~ Ibid. p;84. 
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Table 2.2 Election Results of 1965 Kerala Leg1ela~re 

Assembly General Electlons71 

Party Flnal Reaul ts 

GPI(M) 40 

Il'C 36 

KC 23 

SSP 13 

ML 6 

CPI 3 

Swatantra 1 

Independents 11 

Total 133 -
Source : Election Commission' & Report on General JUectionl tQ 

the Kerala Legislature Assembly. 

Thus, for a par1;y that was so recent in itJ origin 

the Kerala Congress did quite well, predictably in 

&rn~kulam and Kottayam, Alleppey and Quilon (districts 

with substantial Christian population), although 10 of 

it~. candidates lost their deposits~ 

India (Govt.) Election Commission, Rer;rt on 
the general Eaection to the Kerala Lei siature 
AstembXy, - 196?; 
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In 1967 72 the Kerala ~ongres• eonteated without 

the support of the Church and thia time l tS vote was 

reduced by half;73 Meanwhile the Congreea tried hard to 

bring b,ek the Kerala Congress into itS fold~ This wa1 

quite a difficult taok, given ~e fact that in the earlier 

mid-term elections, the Kerala Congrest~; had engine~red 

a alander campaign against the Congress. V8 yala Idleulla 

depicted the Congress ministry as an anti-Christian 

agency r~sponsible for breaking the Cross and descreating 

the Holy Communion. De~pika the leading Catholic daily 

wrote "we are not prepared to canvas for thieves, robbere 

and Church breaker•" referring to the Congresa;n74 

Though difficult, the Congress was vert keen to 

win over the Kerala Congress, in order· to fight the left 

opposition; With this in mind the Congress app~oaehed 

74. 

On March 24th, 1965, President's Rule had been 
declared in ~rala and extended upto March 1967 
when election to the LGgislature Assembly were 
held alongwi th the general election - Election 
Cqmm.i,~_iQn - Fast Sheet Ralatina to Kera!!·; 

Hao ~ Lakshmana) and Cane (Leonard) - oe;ei t; 
pp. 83-84. 

yarughese (K.V~ ), cunA~ Front Governm~nt ln 
Keral.a J,967-69 1 CL~,· a as, !q-j'8, p.13. 



the Church. this once again clearly points out the . 
fact tha~ the Church in Kuala has a aignlf1cant role 

to play in the context of largely Christian groups like 

Ke:rala Congress and their poll tics: 

A great deal of negotiations were carrted on 

between th' Congrese and the Kerala Congresa and the 

Archbishop of Irivandrum Benedict Mar Gregorloae actually 

took steps to break the deadlock and bring about a aettle

ment, which ho~ever did not take place. The Church wet 

not willing to <;Jive up and wanted to try itS best to 

bring about a settlement that the Congress wanted: 

This time the negotiations mediated by Sebastian Vayatil -

Bishop of Palai aleo ended in a failure• Attempts made 

in November 1%6 by His Grace 'fuhanan Mar Thoma and 

Bishop Iharay11 were also not very fruitful; Thus, it 

is quite obvi0us that when we discuss politics in Kerala, 

vis-a-vis the Christians there, a very important factor 

is the role played by the Church hierarchy~· 

Ihe failure of the :repeated rounds of talks led to 

a ei tuation where both Kerala Congress and the Conoress 
-

were wooing voters from different platforms·. The ~lahops 

in their anxiety to save Karala from another spell of 

Communist rule now decided to put their weight 1n favour · 

of the Congress~ They appealed to the voters to vote 
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for the Congresa; Benedict Mar G.regoriose the Archbishop 

of T~J.vandrum had alr~ady warned the Christian hierarchy 

against supporting the Karala Congress; 

Benedict Mar Gregoriose considered these developmente 

to be unfortunate as he believed that Kerala Congresa 

was mainly a Christian political group and here was a 

situation that was almost a political disaster, which 

the 'hurch and the Christian leaders had always been 

trying to aver~~ He expressed his desire to now see the 

Congress voted to power; In fact many Bishops openly 
' 

canvassed for the Congress by appealing fyottt the same 

political platform. 

In fact the Ghurch hierarchy was almost emban:~ed 

by the exiatence of the Kerala Congress - for here 

was a basically Christian political group which could 

not be directed or eontroll~d by them; 75 Ihe fact however, 

was that the hard core followLng of Kerala Congress- the 

clergy and laity-remained with the Kerala Congresc.~11e 

the higher levels of the Church hierarchy campaigned for 

the Congress, the priests below them campaigned for the 

Kerala Congress; 

75. According to soma aceDunta, the K~ala Congress 
could not come to an unaerstanding with 'fbi Congress, 
because of the fo.rmer' s demand til at tho $6 Congress · 
men \\ho wore defeated in - 1965 ehou ld be kept 
out~· This wa& a deliberate move to oust R;Sanku, 
However this was not acceptable to the Congrees. 
ShivLal (ed)J The Rle,t1on Arsh!v~, No;32, 
New Delh1 11 Oct. bee. U ~. 
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This new turn of events was really a1gn1f1cant 

in so far ae 1 t in1 tiat.Gd a lively dlscusaion $!Dong the 

Chr1at1ans on the role of the Bishop ln politics. While 

some people upheld th• right of the ~1 shops to give 

·guidance in poll tical matters, many others pointed out 

that they should never take sides in political tussles 

and that their official position should not bo misused 

for the sake of strengthening any political party;76 

Such developments led to a serious re-evaluation 

regarding the role of the Ch~ch in poll tiea, as well ae 

the nature of itS politic& much of these debates set 

the tone for later developments, that were to take place 

in ·the late seventies and early eighties-: The Kerala 

~ongresa and Congreso failed to reach an understanding 

and the latter defunded its inability to make electoral 

adjustment ~ th the Kerala Congress "on the ground that 

it wa2> ta.1tamount to unprincipled opportun1sm~77 

The seven party united front led by CPI (M) won 

the election~78 The result$ were as follows s 

77. 

78. lba other J~embars of the front were CPI, SsP, 
KTP, KSP 1 and ML. 



Table 2.3 Election Results of 1967 Karala Lag1slature 

Assembly Eleetion79 

CPI(M) including 2 Independente 

CPI including 1 Independent 

SSP 

ML 

RSP 

KIP 

KSP 

Congress 

Independents 

54 

20 

19 

14 

6 

2 

l 

9 

5 

Source : Varughese K~V; in United Front govt. in 
Kerala 1967-69, GLS, Madras, 1978; 

A""elk-
Tha Con~esa.f\ Kerala Congress with tnetr shl'Unken 

image weie not in a posi tL~n to play the role of oppo

sition effectively in the stDte legislature: In the 

first session of the 1967 assembly the Kerala Congress 

aligned itself with the Treasury Benches in the matter 

of accusing the Centre of neglecting Ker~la~ One of 

the major decisions taken by the new ~ovt. was the 

scrapping of prohibition, the Keral• Congress gave "moral 

support to the government ln getting the dec!&ion imple

mented n for obvious com.'lltu:cial reasons. 

79~ Varughese (K;V~ )- op; ei t, p-~'28. 
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I3y M.-y 196 7, the difference bet~..ee:1 the various 

partners of the eoa11 tion became clear end the Congresc 

exploited this rift by staging pubUc protests and ralliea 

which the Kerala Congr,sa supported; This therefore 

marked the beginning of a better understanding between 

the two parties; 

once again the Kerala Congreaa and the Congress 

acted in Oni&On over the issue of the attack on the 

Indian diplomats by Chinese Red Guards and the food 

si tuat!on in Kerala on which they aought an adjo\irn.dJ!ent 

motion which was refused by the speaker, forcing them to 

stage a walk-out. 

By 1968, there was considerable improv001~nt in the 

rolstion between the Congress and the Kerala Congress 

and ~~ero waa a general understanding regardlnv the fo~ation 

of an unt ted anti-Marxist front, ~1\corporating the MusU.m 

League also, if possible. 

III 

Thus we notice a closer alliance between the Kerala 

Congress and the Congress. What this effectively suggests 

is that the nature of politics and political commitments 

of the dominant Christian groups remained pro-Congress, 

and that the Kerala Congress was but the result of a faction 



f1Qht in the Cong~e&a though a faction largely of the 

Christian, 1 t did not voice any rpecific reUg1ous ilii&uea, 

but at the same time was not averse to emphaaizing the 

fact that it had the backing of the Chriatiana; 

tb 
Gradually, thi& was to lead,a situation where the 

Congresa and the Kerala Congress moved ve::y close to 

each other and had a perfect electoral understanding, 

with the Kerala Congress fielding candidates from the 

Christian dominated areas on the bali& of an electoral 

alliance w1 th the Congress .. Tile latter kept away from 

such araaa, backing the Kerala Congreaa candidates~ 

Differences between the Kerala Congress and the Congress 

are howavar not non-ex 1 stent even tn day~ 

After the 1970 elections in Kerala, we see that 

the CPI emerged victorious with the support of the Conorest, 

Muoltm League, IS? Gnd the Kerala Congresa, which later 

left it. However, even out of the coalition, the.Kerala 

Congress waa not an opposition group. 

Though a small regional party, the fact is that 

the Kerala Congre&e commands s position of authority by 

virtue of it$«: hold over the Christian population and 

therefora,by ilupl.1cat1on,christian votes. 

Rao and Cane on the baais of a multiple regreaa1on 

anal_y&ie of the election results f:llncluci9 that, injspi te 



of a great deal of oocio-econom1e differentiatton wi thln 

the community, the Christians have di~played a certain 

degree of voting a>lldari ty, to cause poll tical insta

bility by extendinQ electoral and legislative supoort 

to one or other poll tical party and w1 thholding 1 t from 

others at will; 

They point out that caste and Q) mmuna 1 cleavages 

in Ke.rala are more sharp than eleewhere in India. This 

would perhaps, in their opinion,be attributed to the 
tl1at" 

factl\in the very early year a of this century, poli ttca 

in Travancore and Coehin was essentially under the aegis 

of this or that communal aaaoeiation. 

Ueten' • considered opinion ia that "what seems to 

have been the case in Kerala is that vested interests 

have been tt-yinQ to keep the masses under the regrG$&1ve 

ideology of communalist organiaaUon, who transmt tted 

. their followers to political parties of the same 

vested interesta.ao Ho~ar, one cannot ignore the fact 

that, whatever the difference within each communal or 

caete group, they have all invariably, at a certain stage 

in their historical development thrown up movements 

and associations aimed at the betterment of the caste and 

Church members- making their contribution a positive one; 

so; Ueten ( G.K. ) - op;, cit, p. 3; 



Lieten haa this in mind when he sayra that "in 

caste aasociations as well as in thtt organizational 

structure of Churchee and moaquea, t.o types of an 

emancipatory aspiration found their expression; On 

the one hand, 1 t helped the emerging bourgeo il ie to 

adapt themselves to the new colonial order, and to discard 

the old social system. They found an appropriate vehicle 

in the establishment of broad-baaed caste aasoclationc 

aimed at the advancement of the whole COOIDUni ty; 

Lieten believes that these types of movanents 

concealed the claso oppression of the majority of itS, 

members, and that the aucceaa of the movementa was due 

to the savere exploitation and oppreaaion, which, given 

the atage of development,waa automatically translated 

in terms of caste and religion.ll 

These associations have always participated in 

poll tlce, and have tremendou 1 poll tical 1nf luence an~ 

much of the instability in Kerala polities can be attri

buted to the hard bargaining that any of the major poll tical 

parties have to enter into with such associations and 

groups as the Kerala Congress or the Muslim League; 

In such a situation, it is obvious that political 

parties attach a lot of importance to these groups"; The 

81": Ibid@ 
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fact that Chriati1.1ns (or even Muslime) are tsrr1tox-Utlly 

segregated, (so much so that .,e can even speak of Chrle,t1an 

districts),- strengthens the cleavages. Thus, wherever 

they are concentrated !n sufficiently large numbers_ 

to elect astembly members on their om strength or ln 

alliance with other parties, the Ke.rala Congress obviously 

gains in tmportance. 

In this period (1972} to be precise a major issue 

that was taken up by the Kerala Congress on behalf of 

the Christians was once again related to the running of 

the edUcational insti tutlons by prlva ts managements. It 

is indeed a fact that the&e colleges were run llke profit 

making concerns, with no regard to the qual! ty of education, 

or facilities provided, however the fees charged were 

exho.rbi tan t. 

Ihis was popularly referred to as the Kerala College 

erial&. The issue stemmed from the disparity between the 

number· of colleges run by the government and those run by 

private and re!lgioua bodies. Majority of the colleges 

belonging to the latter category v.ere run by Christians 

and catered to nearly 89% of the college students of Kerala 

apread all over the state. Theae colleges were charged 

with corruption, maladministration and various other mal:•· 

practiceso 



It was decided that the government would take 

necessary steps to ensure that unifo1'0l fees was levied, 

however: 1 t &greed to make good 80% of the deficit of 

the college and al&O pay the teechers directly • but on 

the condition that the government would have a greater 

·control over the acm:tiae.t ons and reaui tmen t. 

CPI(M) being in opposition, as wes to be expected 

cri tieized the move as premature, CP! though in government 

felt that the plan waa quite foolish poll tic ally-: 

Mr. K.M.George the leader of the Ker~la Congress and 

member of the managements negotiating committee charged 

the government with infringing the rights d the minorities; 

Here, we can see quite clearly the kind of the minority 

interests the Kerala Congress waa actually representing. 

Predictably 1 the Church machinery wae set ln motion 

The Chr1~t1an community as a whole prepared to meet the 

challenge" several demonstrations were held by Bishops, 

priests. nuns and the laity and a team went to meet the 

Home Minister and {even) the Prime Minister. 

Cardinal Pareccattil described it as an attack 

on the righta of the minor! ties~ ~n New Delhi. 6n July 13th 

1ttammoth protest demonstx-ations were held all over Kerala 

by Christian churchea and the leadGrahip of the various 
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diocese. : .• Negotiations were unavoidable, and on the 

eve of the me~ting on July 27th 1972 ~ father John Vallematoom, 

the secretary of the Management Association said that 

they would never agree to any interferences with mtnortty 

rightso Demonatratlons were held against the goverrment 

as no deo1a1on could be reached on the basic issues of 

unification of fees• 82 

Very soon, by August 1974, the discontent had grown 

so much that the Kerala congreea was planning to reach 

an unaerstanding with the CPI (M) to oust the government; 

It is interesting to see that Kerala Congress ~ieh had 

been described aa communal and reactionary party of the 

lsndlorde by the CPI(M), wa& now coming closer to the 

same party. This once again clearly df!monstratea the 

fact that Kerala Congress by virtue of being a represen

tative of the Christians was and continues to be an 

important actor on the political stage in Kerala·; 

In fact the Kerala Congress is eo atgntftcant, 

because of the above mentioned reaaon that none less than 

the P.M. Mrs. Gandhi was wooing the Kerala Congress by 

January 1975. By June 19751 M.rs. Gandhi declared emergency, 

82 ~ UNI Baekgrounder , Kerala Co).leae Cr1s i.s, vo 1-; IV 
no.31, Au~ 31 12; 



the coalition ministry in Kerala was always faced with 

the problan of ensuring it.&, existence; Mra. Gandhi 

described the Kerala Congress as communal and not 

reactionary, thereby facilitating itS. en~y into the 

Congress - CPI coal! tion government. Thla oovarnment 

continued till March 1977 when elections ~re declared; 

It 1a obvious then, what the Kerala Congress stand via-a-vi• 

the emergency~ 

In general, the leadership of the Churches in India 

fully supported Mrs. Gandhi during the emergency. Qf course, 

th~re was opposition also~ In Kerala, M.M.Thomas helped 

form a group of young clergy, tFellowship of the tlergy 

Concerned with Human lights•·. This group began to 

educate, people on the undemocratic measures of the 

government and to mobilise them. 

rMJ.ny members of the clergy praised the emergency 

' and Mr&. Gandhi$ efforts during the emergency a a having· 

brought stability and progress. However, by thia time, 

it was quite noticeable that a vocal ael'ltion of the 

lal ty and the clergy had started taking a stand that was 

clearly opposed to the establiahmen t Ehristian interest. 
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IV 

It w:>uld not be possible to unc:Brstand the position 

of the Christiana w1 thout taking into account the impor

tance of the eeeleaiastieal organization itself: For the 

institutional framework plays an important role and 

provides a definite unambigoua end in&tltut1onal1zed 

leadership. 83 

Howev~, the differences in position on politiea, by 

late seventies, was 1ncreaa1nQly axticulated by even the 

members of this definite, unambiguous and 1nstitut1onaltzed 

leadership. we have Rev; Fr. S;Kappen from Kerala, 

pointing out the "appallng misery and want of the masses;• 

He eomes out against concentration of power and also 89alns~ 

the &et of valuee disseminated by "our &chools and eoll$ges 

of capt tall st origin; "84 

The Church establishment's vested interests and 

collabora Uon wJ. th the ruling classes, po see before a 

socially conscious. Christian the dil~a of how to x-elate 

a3·; Prancoie (Houta.rt), Genevive ( !.eillercinier) -
USocio-Religious Movements in Kerala 1 A reaction 
to the capitalist Mode of i'rom;etlon• - s§ociaJ 
Scientie~, Vol;6, No~l2, July 78, p~37~ 

84e Rev. Pr.S.Kappen- "The Goals of Revolution" -
Religion & Sog1et~, vol.xx No;l, Bangalore, March '73: 



his Cnr!stian beliefs to the society he is confronted 

with. 
85 

Inspi ta of a ra-avaluatlon that ie going on, 

by and large there are striking similarities with the 

earLier period and even though there are differences 

there is still a remarkable like mindedneas in the reaction 

of the Christion community on various pol1 tical tasues 

(of course with notahle exceptions) at the Cburch•s behest: 

R~ligion and religious consci~usness continues to 

be an important factor in ~erala politics. However in the 

recent years there have been efforts to meke religion 

move away from being a bulwark of an oppressive status 

quo to oeing a part of a movement for radical poll tical 

and social changes. It is these and other related deve

lopments in the context of Christians in Kerala and thelr 

political involvement that will be the subject of the 

remaining sactionse 

85; Mathew (P.M.} - "LibEttation Theology ln Practice•, 
Mainst;aam, vol. xxi11 no.49,. N.Delhi, Aug; 3'85; 



CHAPTER III 

_CQf\UIION,fOUT.tCS,~ lH£ Ch.")IST:U~S 

INK~ 

Minority politics in Kerala, specially in the ease 

of the Christian population came to be organized fairly 

well before independence and the states re-organl zatlon. 

In fact such org40ized communal groups of religious 

minor!. ties such as the Chr1 st.tans, play a very signt~ 

fiesnt role in Kerala poUtics, a fact acknowledged even 

by E.M.s. Nambood1r1ped who feels that caste and communal 
• 

linkages in Kerala cannot be wished away;· This might 

parhaps be due to the fact that they have been 1n existence 

for long • and made post ti ve con t.ributions at one or other 

time and also because it's language is easily understood 

end -identified w1 th by the people. 

By and large, insptte of the various differences 

w1 thin the Christian coamuni ty 1 the trend has been to react 

to poll ties and poll tical issues in a Uke-m1nded manner, 

in many eases at the Church's behest. In all this the 

Kerala Congress has been in the fol."8front. Launched !n 
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the 1960s as a splinter group of the Ind1 an National 

Cong%aaa, it gradually came to be viewed as the chief 

spokesperson of the Christian community - albeit of a 

certain section. If so. then it would be interesting and 

1n fact essential to look at the growth and performance 

of ·the Kerala Congress - e major actor in the theetre of 

minority poU ties in Kerala. 

Ever since the formation of the Kerala Congress, 

the party has continued to play a very dominant role in 

Kerala' s poll tical and electoral scene.- Any study of 

minority politics in Kerala vis..,a-vis Christians would 

therefore have to take into account this largely Chri stien 

group: It is also important because the Church has recog

nized the Kerala Congrese aa a representative of the 

Chrf. stians and very often interferes Ln the affaire of 

this party. 

Ihus any discussion of Christian minority poU.tice 

in Kerala will have to take into account the role and 

1nvo lvement of the Church and i t• s open interest in the 

political affairs of the statel specially on issues that 

the Chureh perceives as affecting the Christian interests, 

this interest and involvement in political matters 1& 

heightened as can be imagined during election time. 

It has to be admitted however that in the shaping 
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of the pol1 tics of the state, the Church• a role, remains 
8" normally viewed. 0 In fact with i t• s institutional aa 

well as categorical identity, the Church has become a 

formidable poll tical factor in Kerala. HC1wever the emergence 

of the Ksrala Congx-eas ea virtually a party of the 

Cb.ri stians has diminished the ro la of the Church as a 

political interest group. 

r 
For the first two decade& of independence, the 

Christian Churches in Kerala remained absolutely 1dent1f1ed 

w1 th the Indian National Congress. With the birth of the 

Kerala Congress, i)l:'acttcal G)Wedieney warranted the Chureh 

to have some aort of political identification with a party 

who&e rank wae mostly swelled by Ch.r1st1ana: 

The Kerala Congress however has from i t• a very tneep.. 

tion aroused the interest of the Church, 1nsp1 te of the 

fact that the Kerela Congress was just a factional -splinter 

group of the Indian Natio~al CongresS": However the Kerala 

Congress decision to join the CoDGUni st ministry in 1969 

86. 
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embarrased the Church~ In those early years the Church 

did make it•s opinion known and often appealed straight 
. 81 

to the electorate, 1 t was only l4ter that the Church 

actually started taking sides in the Kerala politics 

generally and affair& of the Kerala Congress per se0 

When the right to franchise was confined to largely 

to the landed aristocracy, the Church leadership found 

it easy to influence the voting patterns of the Christian 

electorate. Those who &ought elections, took enough 

caution to invoke the Btshop' s blessings;88 

The interference of the Church in the elections need 

not always be direct. On the contrary, it often prefers 

only to drop certain hints to indicate it's political 

preference to the Christian electorate. For instance, 

1n the 19:0s when the All Kerala Catholic Congress put 

up it's candidates in predominantly Christian areas, they 

had to admit defeat to the Indian National Congress, 

because the electorate prudently followed the gu1del1ne 

given by tha Church leadership regarding their poll tical 

87. 

88. 

In faet after tho Kerala Congress leader K.M.George;& 
death in 1976 and the subsequent split in the party -
on the issue of forging an alliance with the 
Marxists. 

Thomas {Cyriae) ~n Chander (Jose} ed. - g;namte~ 
sU State mlitict- J5t?rala, Sterling, N., 1£11 9! 86 0 

pp:86 - lo • , 
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cho1ee.EB 

Ibe role of the Church really became 1mportan t 

once the Karala Congress split, and often the two f aettons 

were at loggerheads. To sort out the differences between 

the two &actions the Church became very importan~.· 

Since 1970 the CPI was ln alliance with tho Congress, 

the Christian groups backed the Communists eonsidertnQ 

1 t to be a lesser evil than the Marxist&$ In fact even 

the nuns voted for the CPI~ 

W1 th the sp11 t in the Kerala Congress, the Churet} 

in fact the Bishops were kept busy trying to bring 

together the v.arrtng factions of the Kerala Congrerut!' 

The Church and the Kerala Congress . thus were drawn 

In ~~e seventies, the emergency was the most 

important poUtical landmark, the Church in K.erala and 

the Kerala Congress supported the Congress and the 

emergency declaration.- The subsequent Janata Z\lle waa 

opposed, this was also beetuse of the various measures 

adopted by the Janata government which were seen es be1ng 

against the interests of the minor1ties: 

p-:; Th(d 
~~... ~= .. 



In the 1900 election arrangement thflse were 

some Wl0XfHle~d cl11r;ncGs when one of the Kerala 

Congr.es$ groups KC(M) decided to joi~ hands wtth the 

LDF. !hie cre$ted an embarrassing problem for the Church ~ 

in terms of whteh group to su;:>port. However the alee

terata soon demonstrated that 1 t did not care for this 

new political experiment of KC(M) allying with the 

Marx!s.ts. 

In fact on the eve of the 1980 elections the Keral$ 

Catholic B1~hop's eonfersnc0 is&ued a joint ststsment, 

signed by 22 Archbishops and Bishops, which waG nothlng 

but en open declaration of their preference for the 

Congraae (I) led anti-Marxist democrat!e front. The 

whole electoral seeno was quite strange, with soms no~ 

Cat.~oU.c Chr!r.;tian groups !taming a rejoinder euppoX"ting 
0n 

and defending the LDF. ;,..v 

This is a very import~nt and crucial event in the 

.relationship between the Church, elections &"'ld the Kerala 

Congress; It 1 s not&Worthy bee au sa 1 t 1 s the f trst tim;;~ 

that. the 81 shops and tho Chri. stian community( at the 

institutional level) stood divided publicly over the 

question of alliat1ce 0 with the Marxist party. 

Iha eleetion results in 1980 clearly favoured the 
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LDf~ However the Kercla Congress (Man1) and Congress 

(Anotony) criticized the LDF and very soon b1ekerings 

began and they cam~ out of the alliance and both· the 

factions joined hands with the UDF :rendering the Bishop's 

task much easier. 

Thus whenever the Christian community accepts 

the leadership of the Church it in~vitably means the 

leadership of the Bishop& and the clergy: The lay 

leadership often constitutes only a second-line, but 

in timea of actual confrontation they function as 

agencies for implementationo Ihe reason is that the 

resources of the community remain ultimately at the 

d tspo sal of the Bishops and t.~e clergy. 

Ihe emergence of the Kerala Congress has however 

diminished the importance of the Church as a politicaL 

group greatly. lhe party has established itself by virtue 

of impressive political victories inspite of repeated 

splits and unity moves. In fact in the 1977 elections 

these were as many as 3 Kerala Congress factions -

{Mani), (Joseph) and (Pillai)o 



Table 3ol -Election Results by Party-Kerala Legislative 
91 

Assembly !977 

I? a:r 'Q: Seats cont.ested seats won lli:o~u 8" ,. 

lc IN: 54 38 19!'3 

2~ C?I 27 23 9;6 

3., KC 22 20 s.o 
48 ML 16 13 6.4 

5. RSP 11 9 4.0 

6'; CPI(M) 68 17 21.4 

7. B .-D (Janatii) 27 6 7;6 

8c .M ... (Oppos! t!on) !6 3 4.2 

9; KC (P} 15 2 4.3 

10~· Independent 313 9 lL,3 

_59J __ 1..49 l,.OO.QQ 

Source s Varghese (I} - The Ker~la Congress - study -
Kerala Un1ve Ph., D. Thesis Dec. t 82., 

The Kera.l.a Congress thus became one of the partners 

in tho United front after the 26th March 77 eleetionB~ 

Kerala Congress as a major const.l tuent of this front 

a rh:ed the go~\fernmen t. to g1 ve top priority to the problema 

of ~gricultur1st3 of the hill areas~ The Kerala Cong~~~ 

also protested ~geinst ths neglect by the eentr~ arad the 



disparity of incomes between the states. A special appeal 

was made for solving the problems of hill settlers~ 

Thus, we can see that inspi te of claiming to be a 

party of the Christians, it 1& actually a political group 

that ia a regional party which represents the middle and 

upper c las& Christiana and their economic interests. 

During the eighteen montbs of Kerala Congress in 

government 1 t had to tackle many problema. Though 1 t was 

comfortably placed in the united front, the Kerala Congress 

insisted on getting three very important portfolotos -
()') 

industries, finance & revenue./'" The demand for these 

specific portfolio& once again underlines the economic 

ambi tiona of the Kerala Congress. 

It 1& interesting to observe that most issues 

and demands that the Kerala Congress took up during ~ t• ~ 

1977-79 term were Christian-only in as much a a these 

were concerning the economic interests of the wealthier 

sections of the Christiaruin Kerala. The basic issue 

which this largely Christian political interest group 

took up while in government was a provision to validate 

with retrospective effect, the gift of land in excess of 
ot 

of ceiling 11m1 t. Till then land in exeeasl\ the ceiling 

was ~ken over as government propertye 

· .... 
. ' 
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An aa~Dendment bill was intJ:oduced to r~alidate 

the gift deeds executed between Ist Jan;'70 (when land 

ceiling was imposed} and 5th Nov. '74~ C?I(M} objected 

to the amendnent, however the Kerala eongress put f. t' a 

whole might b0hind 1t. lhts legislation would in effect 

ha!p tha $ffluant among the minority commun!ttee. 

However the CPI, Congress ministry fel~ because 

of squabbles over the gift deed ammendment bill, which 

escalated to such an extent that the Musltm League 

candidate Muhammad Koya was installed as the Chief 

Minister. In an unprecedent ~IX>ve the Kerala Congress 

walked out to join han.d s wi. th the LDF, whl ch even proposed 

a KC candidate as the next Chief Minister. Bofore any 

further developments President's Rule was imposed in 

Kerala. 

The Kerala Congress has always been opposed to 

devices like the President's Rule. This ls so because 

it is basically a regional party and seeks to :reprefi$nt 

the aspirations of the regional elite; their main demends 

are greater autonomy for the states and more financial 

resources for the states. However, in case of the 

Kera!a Congress it represents a regional elite- although 

a section of it- the Ehristian elite. Often it's 
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93 
demands gather support from the other eltte& as well; 

II 

At the end of the President's Rule came the 

elections to the Kerala assembly in 1980. The Kerala 

Congress joined hands with the ~DF. The significance 

of the Kerala Congress lies in the fact that 1 t' s support 

and presence is considered a must for any front to emerge 

victorious at the polls; 

Ihis association with the IDF thus caused acute 

anbarrassment to the Church which had always been opposed 
94 

to the Marxists. The Kerala Congress would not join 

the UDF as it had left it due to serious differences. 

93. 

94. 

More often than not, the demands put up by the 
Kera!a Congress are economic in character-economic 
demands that would epee if ically satisfy the upper 
crust, such demands are not surprisingly supPorted 
by non-Christian upper classes as well~ 

Pre-election scenario in ~eral a has always been 
marked by efforts to woo important regional 
parties like the Karala Congress; Both the major 
fronts UDF & IDF realized and accepted the need 
for t.)is allianceo However prior to the 1987 
elections, the LDF decided not to approach any 
com~nal group and therefore kept sway from the 
Karala Congresa as well. 



Before px·oceed.f..ng to take e l9ok at the poll 

results it would be worthwhile to state a few facts 

about the Kerala Congress. As mentioned earlier, 

after the Karala Congress leader George• s desth the 

party split; on the eve of 1980 elections there were 

a$ many as 3 Karala Congra~s factions. The convention 

has been to recognize the faction getting the majority 

support as the real Kerala Cong.re'ss. Thus in the 1980 

polls Kerala Congress {Mani) and Kerala Congress 

(Pillai) fielded candidates as part of the 1DF, whereas 

Kerala·Congress (Joseph) fielded candidates as part 

of the UDF. 
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I able 3.2 - &lection Reaul ts by P!arty, Korala Legislative 

Assembly - 198095 

fiarty Seats contestia sea{s won I 

1. CPI(M) 50 ~ 19:3 

2 •. CPI 22 17 7.9 

3. It-C(U} 30 21 10;'9 

4. I<C (M) 17 8 5.2 

5. KC( P) 2 1 0~8 

6~ AI)J.,_ 11 5 3,5 

1~ RS~ 8 6 2.1 

r. nc 51 17 17.3 

2: Janata 29 5 7.6 

3. IU\'i L 20 14 7.2 

4. KC(J) 15 6 4;9 

!l, ND? 11 3 2!7 

6. SRP 6 - 1.4 

7. PSP 4 1 o.1 
e. Independents :}94 _!__ !>;.9 

~1 J40- !OO.QO. 

Source : V.arghese ( T.) - Ph~ D. Thesis sub mi. t ted to 
Kerala Univ. - The Kerala Congress - Dec.' e2·..-

95. Varghese (T) - gg9 c1t, p.89~ 
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Ihus in these elections the LDF emerged victorious, 

this was the first major election after the Kerala Congreso 

split and both were trying to prove their group as the 

rf'al Kerala Congi·ess. However both groups were more 

or less equally placed as the results show. Soth the 

important factions KC(M) and KC(J) did not do well, 

because the Christian votes got divided~ Besides, the 

majority of Bishops and Catholic community supported 

the UDF. 

George Mathew aaes the 1980 election results aa a 

positive trend where people gave a declining preference for 

political expresaion in terms of communal ties slnee 

the LDF won 93 seats with 50.4% votes and the UDF and 

Janata between themselves could manage only 46 seats 
96 and 40.10% votes. However what seems a more plausible 

explanation is that the voters were confused to find 

the two factions in opposing fronta. But there is some 

element of truth in Mathew's analysts·~ 

On the eve of the 1980 elections the Karala Church 

in keeping with it's past practices directed the voters 

to vote only for those who believe in God, which obviously 

meant that the Bisho~s f:owned upon the LDF: Inspite 

of this the WF won. 

96. Mathew (George) - •Primordiality and Elections! 
Ihe Case of Ksrala" ~ fiellgion and Soci~ - Vol; 
XXIX, No.3 0 CISRS, eangalore, Sept; is~, pp;·t2-25. 



one must men tlon hare that, many Church head~ 

camo out on Oct. lOth 1979 with a jolnt statement against 

such call& fo~ political alignments on the basls'of 

declared belief in God. They issued statements saying 

that ~the polities of adopting a stand in favour of the 

poo:r and downtrodden, (is what) we consider a way of 

the Cllr1stiana. Inhumanity not atheism is the central 

1ssus today.• The s1g~ator1e$ to this statement included -

Most-Rev; Geevarghese Mar Osthanthiose, Rt~ Rev~ Paulose 

Mar Paulose and many others·.· 97 

Table 3. 3 Seat$ won by UOF & LnF in 4 Chri stia.n dominated 

dist.iet& - 1980 elections to Kerala Assemb~y98 

Seats won 

Q.i §kicta lqtal §88t! yDF LOF -
l~ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Kottayam 10 1 9 

Ernakulam 14 3 11 

Alleppey 14 5 9 

Quilon 16 - 15 

Source: Mathew George in 'Pr&mord1.al1ty and &lection' 
in Religion and Society Vol. XXIV" No. 3,CIS!'S, 
Bangalore. Sept. '62. 

In fact ever since the downfall of the UOF mint stry 

97. Editorial- •Christian Church Head\ Powerful 
Rejoinder to ~~tholie Bishops• - f_eoele•s 
DsroocraCio Calcutta 9 79. 

98. Mathew (George)., op,cit. pp.12-25. 



in 1979, the Archbishop of Irivandrum and some o~,er 

Bishops tacitly gave assurance of support to the two 

factions of Kerala Congress to form an alternative 

ministry. Ho .... ever, soon KC(Mani) left the UDF as 
99 

mentioned ear iitr to join the :...OF~ The ArehbJ. shop had 

warned against thi s/00 

Since KC(Man1) went against the Church's guide

lines, the Church as was to be expected supported the 

KC (Joseph) which was with the uoF~ C4thol!e Bishop(s 

Conference issued a pastoral letter - in fact not one 

but many letters asking the people to vot& for the demo

cratic front led by Congress (I) of which the Kerala 

Congress (JOseph) was a prominent part: 

However the election results had a very different 

story to tell, with tho LDF emerging victorious, inspite 

of the Church' s disapproval it did well even in the 

Christian dominated districts; 

Thus when the KC (Man l ) group entered the tDF • 

the Catholic Bishops Conference ,.vas not jubiliant and 

in fact against his usual practice the Archbishop of 

Irivandrum - Benadtet Mar ~eogDriose did not even 

attend the swearing in of the Kerala Congress m1n1sters.101 

.... 
99. 
1w. 

lOl. 

• Varghese ( T) - op.ci t, pp.272-30l. 
These developments clearly demont;trate the fact that the 
Church in Karala is involved and takes an active interest 
in the political affairs, even to the extent of making 
it•s preferences clearly known. 
Varghese (T.) -oo 2 c1t, pp.272-301. 



Whi 113 in pow-3r. Karala Congress tried to protect 

Christian interests and Churches. Inspite of the Nayanar 

Mtnlst:ry - (which was aLeft Democratic Front Ministry) 

tho Kerala Congress could get educational institutions 

sanctioned in privata sector. This was an area. of 

otviou& interest and benefit to the Chr1sttatns0 

In 1 t• s 1980 party manifesto the Kerala r-ongreas 

had given top priority to programmes meant for the 

working classp relief to Harljans and hill settlers.l02 

pension for agricultu.ral workers, insurance to fishermen~ 1-03 

eoncesslon t; students. The Kerala Congress asked 

for the incluslon of small income groups, small fa~~ers 

and small seal$, industrialists in the category of 

working class;104 

Kerala Congress crt ticized th a policy of the Central 

Government in levying more tax on petroleum products; 

The Kerala Congress criticized the economic policy of 

vi s-a-vis Ker-ala. The party wan ted equal economic 

102. 

103. 

104. 

Hill settl~rs is a polite substitute for forest 
encroachers and most of them are Christians~ 

Fishermen are 8Qa1n mostly Christians. 

Varghese (T.)- f?p.cU. p.l52. 
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protection to be given to the agriculturists when the 

cost of agricultural production increased~ The Kerala 

Congress has always been critical of the rising cost 

of agricultural production and ther,efore believes that 

agricultural products should be given price proportionate 

to the cost of production or at least financial aid;· 105 

In fact the Kerala Congress wants the government to 

sat up an agency to look into these and other related 

asp~cts. 106 

The Kerala Congress denanded that subsidy should 

be given to agriculturists by considering the increasing 

cost of production index - just as o.A. is given to 

government employoes by considering the living index. 107 

Ihe same manifesto demanded a moratorium on the loans 

of small agriculturists. 

In it's economic proposals, the Kerala Congress 

stated that it is against the practice of overtime work 

and payment for such work. 11 since 1t hampers employment 

opportunities for others. Ihe Kerala Congress wants a 

cordial relationship between the employer and the 

105. 

106. 

107. 

Ihe bulk of support that the Kerala Congress 
draws is f%0m the land o'Aning farming Christian 
population, hence it easy enough to appreciate 
the precise nature of these demands; 

Varghese (T)- OP.Cl\• 

Ibid. -



employee. It also seeks better wages and living conditions 

foi: the workers. Kerala Congress advocates an amicable 

reconciliation of labour problema and !a strongly 

opposed to class antagonism • .It pleaded for the exemption 

of plantations and religious institutions 1n the state 

from the provision of land ceil1ng. 108 

The Kerela Congress has repeatedly stated that 

it is in favour of placing education under the private 
109 

sector. The Kerala Congreea 1a, as can be expected 

against any intareferenee by the government in the 

aff&1rs of the minority community and specially in the 

running of their educational institutions. 

Given these aims, 1 t is to be exoected that 

originally the Kerala Congress had ~ong it•s aim-the 

elimination of Communism from Kerala however later poli-

tical expediency compelled it to join hands with the 

Communists on several occasions. 

108. This demand is a definite indicator of the kind 
of intereits that the Kerala Congress represents -
that of the heal thy planta Uon owners, and the 
very rich Churches in Kerala. 

109. This pos1 tion is to be expected given the fact 
that the upper class Christians have a greet deal 
at staka in the control and running of these 
educs t1 onal ins ti t.1tions, whi eh are almost like 
comer cia! es tab li Ghmen ts,. 



It is interesting to observe that in 1980 KC(M) 

was in power and KC(J) in opposition, however both h&d 

an identical sat of demands and wore opposed to the same 

pol1ciee. In fact it almost seemed that the sarne party 

had two pressure groups-in the ruling front as well a; 

in the opposition front. 

Both the factions eonceotrated on the demand for 

flxlng fair prlees for cashew nuts, better working of 

inteDSive paddy development (I.P.~.), fair price for 

paddy, batter irrigation facilities, public health centres 

in village, more industries in the state, fair prtce for 

paddy, better irrigation f aeili tles, pub U.e health eantres 

in village, more industries in the state, fair price 

for the production of ginger, a.rec anut. cardarootn, pepper, 
J..... J.lC 
w rrwJri c. 

KC(M) & (J) paid special attention to the issue of 

purchase tax whi eh they wan ted to be abolished; among 

other things KC(M) & ( J) also wan ted a reduction of sale; 

tax, implementation of UCC scales for college teachers, 

agricultural worker's pension, unemployment dole 

provisions for the benefit and $GCuri ty of tre "gulf 
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labourers's ll.l noth the sectioos opposed the centre' a 

move to bring the production and distribution of aleetr1-

city under it's control. 112 

In the Nayanar ministry the Kerala Congress was 

given a great deal of importance as can be gauged from 

the fact that the Kerala Congress which is a prominent 

political representative group of the christians got 3 

portfolios- the very important portfolios of transport, 

finance and electrlcl ty. 

Being in-charge of the finance portfolio really 

indicates the status of the Kerala Congress and the !mportancJ 

Qttached to it - the 1980-81 budget thus was ahandtwork of 

the Kerala Congress which was as was to be expected 

heavily in favour of plantation, agriculture, small 

business, educatlona~ institutions, and minorities; Ihsse 

economic activities which had a predominant Christian eom~ 

s1 tion were singled out for special attention and eoncestiona; 

111. Kerala has been in th€ forefront of the large 
scale exodu! of Indi~n Labourers to the middle-east. 
Of late, there has bean a steady stream of these 
men and women coming back, often to a v ery UrPHaleome 
situati.on-aeonomically and from the point of vi~~ 
of employment au well. 

112. Varghese ( r), op, c:..Ut._ 
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. In the Karel a Congress budget these were speef.el 

concessions from agricultural tax for paddy, tapioca, 

ginger, plantain cultlvatlon. The budget had concession 

for small businessmen, small industrialists, lt incorporated 

provisions for protection of people ln cotr, cashew, 

handlooms, fishing sector- all primarily dominated by 

Christians~ Besides concessions for orphans, old age 

pensions, it also had special provisions for Harijans 

converted to Christianity, pension for agriculture, 

reducti0n of sales tax Qn ginger and tapioca, abolition 

of land tax upto 4 hectates from 8000 Rs. - 10000 Rs. 

The Kerala Congress transport minister put special 

emphasize on development of ~oads to high reaches and 

inland wate.rways• The el~ctrici ty mini star of the Kerala 

Congress decided to give 10 units of power free of charge 

to farmers. 

A most significant issue raised by the K-erala 

Congress minister on which he put a great deal of personal 

prestige and pressure was to get tne silent valley project 

passed. Ihls project would have greatly benefitted the 

contractors who would have bean in-charge of thts whole 

project - this project would also have been of great 

assistance to the uppa.t· class Christiluls engaged in such 
113 activity. Howave:r. all through the tenure of the Kerala 

113. 
Ibid. -
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Congress in the Nayanar ministry there were constant 

differences o.f opinion snd friction. 

Thus, a look at the demands, po Ueies, budget 

and issues championed by the Kerala Congress clearly 

demonstrate the character of the party and the nature 

of poll tics that 1 t represents. 

Kerala Congress seeks to further the cause .of the 

'Christians• in Kerala- however it does appear that these 

interests seem to be largely of the upper classes. Kerala 

Congress is thus a splinter group of the Indian Nattonal 

Congress, which h'lls grown in stature as a regional party~ 

The party represents the regional elite of which a large 

chvnk happens to be Christian. Hence the party's main 

danands and 1 t' s central tmags revolves around th:3 

Christian populace in Kerala. 

As explained e~rller, Kerala Congress does not 

have any so-called Christian ideology or outlook on polities, 

neither does it have a set of religious tenets as it's 

foundation, nor is it's m9mbership restricted o~ly to 

Ch.ri stians. Thus. 1 t is not a con:munal party in the way it 

is traditionally understood. However, we can treat the 

Ksrala Congress as a powe.rfu l group which c !aims 

to represent the interests of the •Ch!'ist!ans' which can 

safely be substituted by the term upper class Christians,-
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engaged in agrict;l tural, plantation or other business 
• 

ventures. 

This ts quite clearly demonstrated by the nature 

of demands that the Kerala Congress took up while in 

government. It's budget reflected the party's class bles 

in no uncertain terms. In fact, 1 t f.s very interesting to 

obso1va that oven the faction of the Kerala Congress in 

oppo si t1on echoed mo r,t of the demands and concerns of 

tha Kf-lrllla congress in power. It ts on this basts that 

we can conclude that the split occurred due to personality 

clashes and not due to any profound ideological or policy 

di ffe~nces. 

!ho- fact that such an openly pro-rich party should 

be a partner. in the Left Darnocrati.c ?ront would SUI"ittise 

many. However, givsn the tradi tio:l :Jf coalition poll tics 

in Ksrala, this wasn't anythi~g new~ As pointed out 

earlier, tho ten$ton Gxisted a~d ths undercurrent of the 

Kerala Congress relati.:m vis...a-vis the IDf-' coalition 

was distir&ctly uncc:ilfortable c.nd r:ften hostile. In such 

a situation a parting e<f way~ was but natural and was 

to f o llo\·.' an attempt at unity bo tween the KC (M) - KC( P) 

thereby increasing the s u·eny til of the KC in the LDF 
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ministry, und<tt the leadership of K.M.Mant.114 

Very soon the differences specially on economic 

issues like taxation policies, subsidies hill settlers 

and the ulent valley-project were making 1 t impossible 

for the existing coalitional set up to continue: Thus 

the KC ae was expected walked out of the IDF mlni stry 

bringing about the downfall of ~e Nayanar ministry. 

This fact clearly points out that the Kerala Congress 

which is a representative of the Christian community in 

Kerala is an Lmportan t & vi tal element in any po 11 tical 

configuration. The Christian community in Kerala exerts 

it's pressure on Kerala r'Oli tics throogh the Kerala Congress: 

III 

The fact that almost every !ministry 115slnee the 

formation of the Kerala Congress has been dependent on 

the goodwill and continued support of the Kerala Congress 

whic h draws i t• s strang th and support from the Chrt stianu 

of the state; Although it espouses the cause of the middle 

and upper class Christians, it is perceived as a spokesperson 

114. Kumar (Dr. G~ Gopa),. Regional PolMical ~arttet 
!fld ~tf~ 8Ki&t!eg, Deep & Deep Eilea Ions, 

·. ,1 • pp.85-95; 

115, The present 1987 LDF ministry under E.K.Nayanar 
has been free from this strain. 
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of the Kerala Christians generally and thus 1 s a very 

important actor in the Kerala po11t1~al theatre: 

As pointed out earlier the Kerala Congress had 

joined the LDF against the advice of the Church 8. the 

Bishops and caused great displeasure and eabarrassment 

to the afficialdom of the Church. The Church tried it's 

best to prevail upon thfJ KC to stop it from joining 

hands with lDF, but did not meet with any success: 

This failure however, was rather shortltvad, because 

very soon in 19tH.· Cathollc Bishop'.& eonference deputed 

0 1ahops of Pala1, Ernakulam and Kanjirakpally for bringing 

b t i ty b tw th .... f t1 f t"'- K 1 C · 116 a ou un e een e ""o ac ons o ,,. era a Jongress. 

The initial displeasure of the Church at the KC 

decision was followed by attempta at persuasion and then 

condeanatlon in public in a.·· bid to1 influence the elee

to'rate. Later, the Church ~led to patch up the differences 

between toe two factions of the Kerala Congress;· These 

developments prove beyond doubt, the fact that the Kerala 

Congress is the political arm of the Christians in Kerala 

and it also proves and in very clear terms the importance 

and extent of involvement of the Church in the polltlcei 

affairs of the Christianti in Karala. 

116. Varghese (T.) = oe.clt, pp.272-301~ 
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As expected the LOP ministrY collapsed because 

the Kerala Concp:eas walked out• Thus on Oct. 20th 1981 

the Nayanar ministry fell, and UDF minlstx-y was sworn 

1n on Dec. 28th 1981. However th1 s government had to 

resign on May 17th 1982 to make way for fresh elections! 

Soon elections were held to the Kerala I.Bc;;1slat1ve 

Assembly in 1982. 

For the general elections to the Kerala Lagtslatlvs 

Assembly in 1982, the KC (Man1) and (Joseph) joined hands. 

These two had been rival groups and hoo been separate 

fronts, w1 th the Many gX'Oup in the ruling WF and the 

Joseph group in the opposition UDF• 

On the eve of the 1982 elections however the -two 

faction& decided to come together and joined the UDF.117 

As was to ba expected the UDF won the elections wlth a 

creditable and convincing margin. The Mani group 

fielded 17 candidates and six of them won the elGctlons, 

thus the Mani group polled 5.8$ votes: The Joseph 

group improved it's position but contested only 12 seats 

and won as many ae 8 of them polling 4.5~ of the votes~tLe 

117. Kumar (Dr. a.Gopa)- oe.cit, pp;85-95. 

118. ill.sl· 
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In thl s context we can have a look at the party 

wise election results of the 1982 Kerala General Assembly 

Elec t!ons. 

Table 3.4 -Result& of 1982 Kerala Legislative Assembly 

General Elections. 119 

Name of the party Seat a elected % Total 
contes;\eg 

1. If'C 35 20 14.29 1,37,314 

2~ ICS 17 7 ~.oo 5,25,291 

3. BJP 69 - - 2,63,331 

4. JNP 13 4 2.86 3,86,147 

5. CPI 25 1 3 9~28 8,04,869 

6. CP I (M) 51 26 18.57 17,98,1~ 

1' • IM::... 12 4 2.86 3,10,626 

a; KEC 17 6 4.28 5,59,930 

9~ KCJ 12 8 5.71 4,35,200 

10. MUL 18 14 10.00 5,90,255 

11. RSP 8 4 2.86 2,63,869 

12. t'VP 8 4 2.86 2,55,580 

13. Independent& 414 3J 21.43 3,492,232,182 

Source : Blection Commission, Naw Delhi 

119. India (Govt.) Election Coiimlssion -Report on General 
Elecd!ons to the Leaislative Aasembl{es- 1982, Kerpia, 
New lfil, Itm2; ' . 
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In the new government led by the Congress(!) 

(this ministry was generally referred to as the UDF m1n1stry 

under the Chief Minister ship of Karunakaran) the rl val 

Kerala Congress 9roup1 were •over represented. • Out 

of 8 leglslatore, the KC{J) got 2 bert.'1s, KC(M) with 

6 legislators al&o 2 births in the cabinet. 

Thus, 1 t was demonstrated once again that the 

minor! ty C)l'oups in Kerala are very important and cannot 

be wl &hed awa.v~ urn: had the support of the most signi

ficant minority group - the Christians in the form of 

the backing of the Kerala Congress, this virtually ensured 

the victory of the UDF in the 1982 electt.ons. 

This Karunakaran ministry was one of the few 

ministries in Kerala which could continue for tt•s full 

term, and many political analysts attribute this to the 

fact that the UDF had the support of the Ker~la Congress -

representative of the Christians, and hence also the 

support the Church. 

While this vital point of support by the church 

and is very significant, the fact was that the Congress( I) 

did not differ from the Kerala Congress in the nature 

of i t• s acanomic policies and programmes and was QUick 

to succumb to any pressure however marginal from the -

Christian groups in a despa~ate bid to &omewhow hold 

on to power. 
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This therefore m~ant that the UDF mtn!stry was 

enything but stable, with repeated threats of walk out 

on policy differences, important political or economic 

issues, ministerial portfolios and so on, often we could 

find the Kerala Congress holding the UDF governme:1 t 

to ransom in a bid to get their demands represented; 

If not the Kerala Congress, then tho Church often 

put pre&sure on the goverment. Thus the pattern of 

Chr! stian minority poll tics remained quite the same with 

the Church actively involved and voicing strong poU. U.cal 

opinions. The opinions or demand·s sugga sted by the Church 

and the Kerala Congress have alw•ys been taken to 

represent the will of the majority of the Christian 

community. 

The UDP ministry was barely two months old in 

July • 82 when 1 t• s exi stance was threatened by bickering 

within the UDF, over the absence of a Latin Catho lie 

nominee in the 19 member ministry. The Church leaders 

not hiding their displeasure, called upon their loek to 

form a party of their own to guard their interests against 

future neglect. t 20 Iha 19 member Karunakaran ministry 

was thus sworn in June '82. Meanwhile, the Democratic 

120. Reported in ti102Y., Madras, 20th July • 82~ 
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Sabha {fishermen community) which secured one seat in 

the assembly, as mentioned abovo staked lt•a claim for 
121 

representation in the ministry. 

As explained earlier tho Latin Catholic Community 

which supported the UDF in the polls was upset because 

of this denial of ministerial portfolio. The dependence 

of the Karunakaran ministry on the goodwill of this 

community was evident from the fact that the Chief 

Minister went to Coehin to meet the concerned Church 

heads & assured the ~attn Catholic Bishops that the 

interests of the Church would be well taken case of in 

future. t 22 

All this was not surprising because in the Travancore

Cochln part --£ Kerala right from the day popular government 

was ushered in, the Congress had heavily leaned on the 

Church's support. !he Bishop's support was important 

to prevent the defection of Christian members of UDF; 

IV 

What emerges from thus is the fact that the parti

cipation of the Christian minority in Kerala Politics is 

121. OA,aani.sex- 13th June '82. 

122. Ibid. 



guided to a greu t extent by the Church end it's leaders! 

The ~hurch monitors and keeps track of all the political 

developments and does not hesitate to put forth it• s 

demand&, which considering i t• s weight in poll tical 

term& 1& &eldom ignored, specially in the context of a 

non-Marxist government. 

We also observe the c onf 1 dence of the Church in 

translating it's interests into a political outfit in 

order to get wh•t 1 t wants. It appears that the Church.: 

is not satisfied with being merely a powerful pressure 

group, but w~nts to hcve a definite presence and say 

in the poU tical process of Kerala. 

Another in tare sting aspect of the minor! tv po 11 tics 

in Kerala in the ease of the Christians is the fact 

that this poll tical phenomena of minority politics cannot 

be treated as one monolithic block. On the other ham 

these are various differences within; often these diff

erences can be traced to personality clashes. 

Inspite of having coming together to joln the UOF, 

the KC(M) & KC(J) in the 1982 ministry kept squabbling 

between themselves.123 However both the groups had the 

v1 tal support and backing of the Church~ 

123. Pratap (Ani tt) - 11Karunakaran and the O~to~er 
Jinx" - Tel!9raph, Calcutta, 20th Oct. 82. 
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During it's association with the ruling UDF 

front 1982 onwards the KC(M) & (J) took up many 1ntere~ts 

and demands. KC{M) is seen as a representatlve of 

the interests of a laroe body of Christians who are mainly 

rubber planters in the Idukki & Kottayam districts: 

Thus, the KC(M) took up crudgels 8gainst the Central 

Government's rubber import policy that in 1 t• s view 

jeopardi&ed the interest• of 1 t• s supporters; Here, 

it can be noted that the Kerala Congress represents the 

interests of Christians only in as much as these are the 

interests of the economically significant and prosperous 

sec tl on s of Christi an s: 

Ihe demands that the Kerala Congress brings up 

have, nothing spec!. f 1cally 'Chri stlan• about them, 

except for the fact they also happen to be demands of 

a section of the Chrl stian popu~t1on in Keralae Seldom 

do we find a demand of a religious or colllllUnal nature 

emanating from the Kerala Congress. More often than not, 

the Kerala Congress represents interests that are eco

nomic and would matter to a large number of Chr1t$t1ans; 

This does not mean that demands that are of a 

different nature are not taken up~· For instenca, KC(J) 

prassuri:z~d the Chief Minister Ku-una~aren with the 

demand for a Dtu:istlan majority district of 



Muwattupuzha • .1.
24 Among the other damands of the KC(J) 

was th.g immediate reimbursement of the loss suffered 

by Kerala on account of the amendment to the central 

sales Tax Act, bigger rice allotment to the state and 

a ceiling on urban property.l25 

An important and note worthy dimens~on of Christian 

minority politics as seen in the Kerala Congress is 

the strong regional sentiments that l t, invclves. The 

Ker·ala congress has always been clamouring for greater 

regional autonomy vis-a-vis the centre. 

The KC(J) did not compromise on this issue even 

when 1 t was a partner of the Congress (I) in the UDF 

and caused great problems for UDF with it's decision to 

launch an anti-centre agi tation.h26 The UOF co aU. tion 

under Congross( I) thus was always under pressure to 

fulfil the demands of the various minority groups lik~ 

the Kerala Congress with whom it had aligned. This meant 

that the Kerala Congress tried to draw the maximum 

mileage from 1 t• s status as the poll tical representative 

of a very important minority group. 

124. 

125. 

Edt tori al - "Co!IIllunal Pulls" 1n the Hindu stan I1mes 1 
New Delhi, 16th March 1 83. 

Reported in Hindu, Madras, March 18th t 93~· 

Pratap (Anita)- •Will Joseph Be a Judas"
Iel~gr!pfi, Calcutta, New Delhi, 24th March 1 83. 



Af a result the interests of state, 1 tt s economic 

development, industrialization wexe beln) sidetracked! 

Kerala had been forced to follow a patchwork aeonomie 

palicy. A few concessiuns for a particular section, a 

bridge here, a link road there and a few &mall industrial 

units at yet another place just to entertain tho warring 

1 ?7 
groups~ ._ 

In the 1982 UDF coalition a permanent feature 

as far as the Christian minor1t1as in Kerala were concer

ned, was the con!:tant conflict between the 1\C(M) & KC(J)~ 

By the winter of 1983 the differences between the iwo 

groups had become sharp. 

The immediate reason was that the Chief Minister, 

Karunakaran had intervened in a battle of strength 

between the two groups in favour of the K\.(M): 

KC(M) was in-charge of the forests portfolio 

and KC(J) leader Joseph was the Revenue Minister; The 

latter had granted Pattas or title deeds to Christian 

settlers on government forest land. However, the KC{ M) 

forest minister got a stay order against the settlers 
1 22 on behalf of the chief minister ... 

127 Kartha (Hari S.) - "After Mohammed Koya" -
Iooian Kxpress, Bombay, 24th Oct.•aJ"! 

12d "Crisis. in the Making for the UDF Minlstry"
Statesman, New Delhi ,15th t-«>v. '83~ 



The constant conf l1 eta led the Church to the 

opinion that in fact it would be better to keep KC(M) 

e. KC(J) in separate coalitions, •s the Church felt that 

thl s way, no matter which front comes to power, the 

Christian community's interests would be represented~' 

This tussle between the Kr.(M) & KC(J) soon had 

an adverse impact on the KC(J) - Congress relationship 

on the question of tl tle deed distribution to settler(:.; 

in hill areas. The provision was that all the pre...• 77 

settlers should be granted ownership deeds. However 
I 

th~ po~ t- 77 settlers were to be treated as encroachers 

and hence were to be evicted. The communal angle waa 

projected because the majort ty of these hill settlers 
1?9 

are Christians who support KC{J). --

To begin w1 th tle Chief Minister Karunakaran took 

a stand again~t the KC(J) on the issue of tttle deeds! 

Faced wt th this stand the KC( J) threatened to walk 

out and this move forced the Chief Mlr1lster to rush to 

Mrs. Gandhi in order tc sanction the KC(J)' s demands •. L:2o 

129. "Chrisis Subsides, Distrust Singex-s" - Hindu, 
1\~adras, 25th Nov~ '83. 

12c. "Yet Another Compromise" - Ielegl:'aph, Calcutta, 
3rd Dec. • 83. 
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The Congress (I) had all along spoken ln favour 

of forest preservation and eviction of encroachers, 

but faced with the possibility of a withdrawal of 

suppa:rt by the Ciu:t stloo representative group, 1 t quickly 

reversed 1 t• s policy; 

Thus in late 1983 the UDF government led by the 

Congress(!} ln Kerala was facing a thraatening situation, 

wh1 ch was averted by Mrs.· Garrlhi • s clearance which made 

more than 75,000 families rightful owners of 50,000 

hectates of forest land that had been illegally occupted} 3f 

These developments clearly indicate the nature 

of minority politics in Kerala, specially 1n the ease 

of Christians; Slr,ce these encroachers were malnly 

Christians, the Kerala Congress thought it fit to fight 

for their cause and suxe enough the government had to 

accept the KC(J)'s demands since this is a political 

group that represents the interests of the Christians 

and has the backing of the Church. 

Within a year's time the UDF had to face o lot 

of threats emanating from minority political groups 

like the KC, and also because of the differences between 

. ----
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the two faction& of the KG, ~ last but not least due to 

the p~~s&ur3 from the Church. 

However o-n the eve of the 1984 general eleettons 

to the Lok Sabha the two factions of KC united and their 

manifesto called for liberalism and democracy. It was 

evident from a reading of the p~ty programme that Kr:' s 

1. nteres ts were anl)ng the Christi an settlers in the 

fo=ests, plantation owners and agriculturists who were 

la!'gely Christians~ 

As mentioned earlier, any discussion of Christian 

minoritt politics in Kerala must take into aeeount the 

involvement of the Ct)urch and the clergy in Poli ttcs. 

Very often the clergy reacts to any developments. rela

t!n<J to their 1nter8sts as if it is a& assault on 

"minority rights." 

For instance, when the suicide committed by the 
1 ~'"' ...,.::. f young mother" o a convent school going glrl {because, 

of e poor performance in the exams) was erit1ei%ed as 

being the result of a competitive education system; the 

L32. This incident was popularly referred to as 
'Van dana Episodeo' 
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clergy soon formed an action committee to defend it's 
l.33 

"minority rights.• 

Ibo swm1eJ: of 1985 saw the KC\M) in a very defiant 

mood, witn it's muuber, i..J.eculcity minister Balakriahna 

Pillat threatening to launch a Punjab style agitation 

in o~dar to secure for Kerala it'& legitimate r1ghts• 134 

Ihi s once again shows that Kerala Congress 1s not just a 

communal party but has also taken up the responsibility 

of asserting x·agional right vis-a-vis the centre. With 

Pilla!' s ouster from the UDF, the situation was di·ffused, 

Pillai was brought in again. 

The Cnristian lobby has a considerable clout in 

Congress affairs. Lt represents, class-wtse, middle 

peasantry and small planters and traders: It was the 

peculiar development of politics in erstwhile TravancorG 

that made the communal element so important. After inde

pendence the trend continued with the commeretal interests 

that controlled the Christian pressure groups managing 
. .1.35 to €nsure thelr own 1nf luence. · 

Our discussion proves beyond doubt that the tn-

f luence of the Christian political has maintained· 1 tself 

133. •Keuila' t. Cursa" - iiewstlme, Hyderabad, 4th June • 85'!' 

13·1. Hindu, 6th June, '85. 

135. Deccan Hertld, 16th Sept. '85. 
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at a very h.lgh level, tnsp.l te of the 1980 vote in 

favour r£ the LOP, wh.l ch was then seen by many aa a 

clear indication of the fact that the pull of religion 

was becoming feeble in Kerela.1~ 

Tha UDF ministry thus was always unde:r pressure 

from the v3rious cotmn.mal grou;Js~ Howeve.x-, the fact 

is that the UDF could continue only beeause of the support 

from such groups specially the Christian groups like 

the KC and more importantly t~e Church. 

The 1987 general election to the Kerala Legislative 

Assembly ho•:o~evar had a diffe:ent story to tall, wttb the 

defeat of the UDF of which KC was a prominent put>: It 

1 s too early to say emphatically that the days of 

co[IJJlunal pol1 tics or the role of the mino.rt ty communal 

groups 1 s over. Ihe f ae t however 1 s that the LDF won 

in 1987 • tnspt te of the fact that 1 t did not have th~ 

sup~ort of tho cammunal groups repre~nting the mtnor~ttes, 

without wh1eh 1 t was believed that no coaL!. tion Could 

win, tet alone constitute a govemment~ Hare we can 

look at th~ '87 poll results. 

136. Ganguly (Tarun) - Sundak:o Calcutta, 
Fl3b. 10th •so. 
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I able 3.5 .- Resul tc of General Election to the !<erala 

Legislative Assembly - 1987 l:)? 

:~ a.rne of the Seats r.' 
.~ % Iota! %of 

party contested elec- votes 
ted 

l. r:·Jc 76 23.57 33 13,164,229 

2. I~ 14 4.29 6 511,777 

3. JNP 12 s.oo 7 48:?,400 

4~ BJP 116 5.63 70,488 

5. ·-KD 2 0~71 1 78.389 

6~ CPI 2:'> 11.42 16 1,029,409 

7. CPI{M) 70 27.15 38 2,912,999 

n. .'~'u L 23 10~71 15 985.0t1 

9. KL!:C 14 3.57 5 451 ,159 

10; FBL 7 - 383 

11. ADK 1 423 

12. PS? 7 3.57 5 264,401 

13. NQP 3 - - 37,706 

1.-!. Ind~penden ts 885 10.01 14 2,117,989 
-

St'u ree : Unpub l1 shed report -E: lection Cornml ssion, 
New Delhi. 

24;81 

4'."01 

3.18 

5.,63 

0';62 

s;o7 
22.84 

7;73 

3~54 

-
2.07 

0~30 

16.60 
- --

In the decade 1977-87, we obs rve that minority 

politics 1n Kerala as far as the Christians are concerned 

1.:::1. India (Govt.) - unpublished report on General 
Elections to the K8r~la LegisAative Assembly, 
!987. NeW D81fit. . 
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has largely centred around the Kerala CongrfJss which !n tum 

has not been able to &hake off it& dependence and close 

x·elationship with the Church~ The Church and clergy have 

continued to take part actively in affaira of the party 

and has expressed 1 t• s opinions, rather freely on-many 

majol:' pel1 tical issues; 

The political importance of the minor! ty groups 

lUte t:1e Chrisi t1ana stems from the fact that they are 

very poll tic;ally conscious and \ .. .,11 organized, thus 

the life span of any ministry, generally, seems to be 

resting upon how effectively it can accommodate the 

various corrmuni ties and their de.11ands. 

Christians fox-m a significant minority group in 

Kex·ala and are an important element in the Political 

set up of the state; Organized throuQh the Church and 

to some extant through poll tical parties like KC who98· 

interests are among the Christian settlers in the hill 

areas, forests, plantations, commercial agriculture, 

trade commerce, and educational and health tnst1tutlons;138 

A visible interest group emerged in Kerela 

society even before independence when the Christians 

migrated from their towns and village to'the high ranges 

133. Kumar (Dr. G~Gopa) - Qpacit, pp;85-95. 
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in the .western ghats. No pol1 tical party ean hope to 

win them till 1962, however with the birth of the Kerala 

Congress, there was a large scale exodus of such 

Chr1st1anG from the congress to the Kerala Congress. 

Io beg1 n w1 th the Kerala Congress was popular 

only among the Syrian Catholics. It had no 1nf luence 

among the Orthodox Chris tlan communi ties. In the span 

of the last ten years or eo this picture has changed 

and the party now flou~ishes ln the Orthodox Christian 

dominated areas as wall; Noo-C~tholic and Catholic 

have over the years demonstrated considerable enthusLasm 

and supper t for the KC. 1:39 

This fact claarly proves that the Kerala Congress 

has succeeded 1 n consc l1dated t t' s po si tlon very. firmly 

in the political map of Kerala. It• s influence has 

spre3d end it has won new supporters among the Christians 

in Kerala. The KC is thus bring perceived by the ~hri&

tians in Kerala, aero ss various denomtna ttons & Churches 

and classes as a party that somehow represents the 

interests of all the Christians ln the state. 

I~ it•s early years the party was totally under 

the control and influence of the Church. In the past 

139. Varghese (I.)- op,gi..!e pp;389-399~ 
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140 decade we nottce a decrease 1n the e1etent of thl. s control. 

!his does not imply that the Church has stopped taking 

an interest in political matters, but what 1 t mean is 

that the KC is not so easily persuaded. Aa a party of 

the Christian minority, the KC has in this last decade 

spoken, against Church descreation, curtailment of 

religious fre~dom and infringement on minority rights; 

However, more than rell~ious or cultural issue, 

the KC is usually seen championing those economic demands 

that are described as "Christian• interests. It is very 

fond of describing it's brand of socialism as Janakiya 

1 lL'rl · ' ' d t 1 1 d r £f aocial sm, wntcn oes no recogn ze c ass ~• ereneea, 

much less sc confl!rts. 

KC is to a great extent a 'regional party• tn 

the sense that it represents the regional bargeousisie 

and gives vent to their complaints against over eentraltaation. 

However, th!s regional bourgeoisie that it represents 

is largely Christian - with ti1e Christian land-owning 

class being it's major supporters, the KC obviously 

believes in status quo, democratic liberalism and a con-

servative class structuroo 

140. ~. 

ua. Ibid. 



This class from which KC draws it's major support 

is largely Christian in composition and has become a 

very important class. This increase !n importance ha$ 

been matched by a correS?onding increase and growth in 

the stature and lmpertance of the KC in the years 1977-87; 
i(f·. 

This is proved by it's quatitative increase ln the% 

of votes polled and i.n the gQog:raphie spread of it' & 

influence. ·'"'"'· 

In qualitative terms, wo see that the KC which 

was a junior me~or in every sense of the legislative 

assembly and the governments or opposition, graduated 

to the status of an eminent poll tical entity, getting 

such important oortfolios as revenue and f lnanee and 

even baing offered Chief M1nistership in the 1977-87 

decade. 

'• 

Thu~. we see that Christians hate continued to 

be a poll tically significant group and are organized 

remarkably well, through the Kerala Congress, which has 

led to a considerable ehtft away from the ers~hile 

dependence on the Church. In this $ense, we note a 

difference !n the Christian minority pol! U.cs, 1n the 

last decade. This also implies that the KC has grown 

in confidence and strength as tha representative and 

'PO kespe.r&on of the Chris ttan in Kerala. 



The last decade has seen the KC holding some 

v~ry important political offtces and influencing the 

ups and oowns in the fortunes of the various co ali t1on 
Aflll. 

ministeries in Ke~ala; 

., 
However~ the issues and interests that occupy 

importance in the horizon of Christian polities as 

seen through tha Karala Congress h~ve not changed 

greatly • in tne sense that 1 t continues to identify 

itself with the economically well placed Christiana; 

almo&t equati11g these with the interests of Kerala 

Ch:ti sti an s by end large. 

• •• 



CHAPim IV 

~Gli'G TRENDS IN ~iSTI6N MJ,NJR.I1Y 

£!1Uri~ 

Our discussions in the earlier ch~pters, bring 

out one fact very clearly s any discussion of minority 

poll tics in Kerala in the context of the Christians will 

have to take into account not only electoral alllanees 

and resu 1 ts - and government reactions and policies on 

the so-called •Christian issues' - but also those issues 

that have been of very great importance and significance 

to the Christian community in Karala; Being an organized 

religion, any analysis of such issues will also oblige 

us to look at the Church and i t• s concern w1 th these 

issues. 

In this section, we will try to &ee some such 

issues that caught the imagination of the Church and 

the laity. These would be issues that are important not 

because the main political representative of the 

Christian - the Kerala Congress took them up, or becau.se 

they were overtly political issues. These issues will 

be examined because they have had a great deal of bearing 

and impact of on the shaping of the Christian minority 

pali tics in Kerala. 
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The concerns that these years of 1978-85 threw 

up (in the con\Sxt of Christian minorities in Kerala 

poll tlcs) have been such that they have c•lled for a 

great deal of re-thinking on the part of the Christian 

leadel's and organizations and of course the Church. There 

had always been a great deal of difference among tnem, 

a certain degree of pluralism has always existed however 

in this period, we see that these are lndlcatlons of 

this pluralism getting converted into pOssible polarization: 

If so, then we should look at such & others issues and 

cases that have contributed towards the development ot' 

such a phenolDBna~· 

In this section 1 t is our endeavour to see what kind 

of forces have been controlling and dominating Christian 

poll tical involvement in Kerala Poll tics. As we look at 

the significant forces that are in control, we would 

obviously have to see what is 1t that dr...,s them towards 

an actt.ve partl.cipatLon in poll tlcal matters. There are 

of course many causes that the Christian poll tical groups 

or even t\Upposedly non-po 11 tical groups have taken up. 

Here we shall highlight some·of those concerns Which are 

so very typical of Christian minority poll tics in Kerala. 

T 
One of the first issues that will be studied ln 
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the piOposal to pass a •freedom of Religion Bill' and 

the con roversy that 1 t created in the wake of this 

proposal. Though this bill was proposed in the Lok Sabha 

in 1979 during the Janata government and thus is outside 

the terri tory of Kerala politics, but the fact is that 

this bill would have had a definite impact on the 

Christian populace in Imia. Christians as we know 

constitute the eecond largest minority in India and have 

a considerable presence in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, 

Kerala and the north-eastern atates. 142 

Thus, it is quite evident that this issue has a 

definite and significant bearing on any study of minority 

politics in Kerala vis-a-vis, the Christians there. The 

bill referred to as the 'Freedom of Religion Bill' was 

introduced in the spring of 1979 by the Desai ministry; 

According to Morar ji Desai the bill sought to prevent 

conversion by fraud or force.I43 

Despite the constitutional grant of right to pro

pagate religion, a continuous debate has been going on in 

our country, regarding the implications and consequences 

142. 

143. 

"Minorities in India• - UN! ~§Ck9J21Jnder, Vol~V, 
No.35, New Delhi, Aug~ 28th, 0', p.12. · 

nrndian Christians and Freedom of Religion Bill" -
UNI Backfifounder, Vol:. IV, No~l6, April 19th, 
7~, New elhl:-P.l. 
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of this right. The situation is rendered complex by 

the fact that mainstream Hinduism has no element of 

propagation or conversion. This added to the foreign 

(conqueror) association of the converting, propagating 

religion made things even more compllcated.l."l/l 

The opponents of religions co~ersion.believe that 

such acts have tended to disrupt th$ established patterns 

of family, caste and village social life: Besides, it 

is stated that conversion leads to the virtual abandonment 

of Indian culture ( specia.lly if conversion is to 

Chris ti&ni ty). Even Gandhiji 1 s known to have expressed 

such a view. It has also been alleged that very often 

unfair means are employed in order carry out conversions. 

However the Indian Christians had repeatedly 

stressed the uniqueness of their religion by statlng 

that proPagation and conversion is as essential component 

of Christianity. Besides, they pointed out that Christianity 

aimed at ·an inward change of the person or. conversion 

rather than just proselytization wt~ich meant a social 

transfer of large numbers from one religion to another 

without any corresponding inward change. 

------
Smith (Donald Engene) - India es a secular 
state, Princeton University Press, ·uSA,l9'b3, 
pp;l63-92. 
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The Indian Christian& drew sustenance from the 

historical fact that Christianity in some parts of India 

as in Kerala was an integral and ancient part of the 

cul turel tradition. They referred to the example of 

Syrian Christians in Kerale in so as to establish the 

antiquity of Christianity in India, Last but not the 

least the Chri stien community has always argued that 

Christianity believed in communal harmony and therefore 

Christian evangelization was not a threat to the Indian 

tradition of tolerance and harmony, 

These sentiments and arguments notwithstanding 

there have been repeated efforts to regulate the freedom 

of conver•lon and with this ln mind many a legislations 

have been attempted. One of the first attempts in this 

direction •as in 1954 when a private member's bill 

dealing with conversion was introduced by Jethalal Joshi 

in the Lok Sabha, This bill proposed that persons or 

institutions engaged in conversions would have to seek 

licenses from the district magistrate, a register of 

conversion would be maintained, prospective convert to tha 

District Magistrate and the license holder and convert 

would have to furnish details of the conversion within 

three months of the conversion, 

As was to be expected this 'Indian converts Regu

lation and Registration Bill• was strongly opposed and 
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during the course of the discussion it became clear 

that the bill was aimed primarily against Ghristlan 

evangelteation. However, the government rejected the 

bill & Nehru who was the P.M. then, spoke against it 

and the bill was rejected. 

In March 1960, the Lok Sabha once again rejected 

the Backward Communities (Religious Protection) B111~ 45 

This was moved by Prakash Vir Shastri and sought to 

provide more protection·to SC/ST in the face of conver

sion. The bill sought to define Islam, Christianity, 

Judaism and Zoarashtrianian as foreign religious. 

Thus when the Freedom of Religion Bill was lntro. 

dueed by o.P. Tyagi ln 1979 it was but a contlnuatlon 

of these e~lier efforts~ Thls bill was also strongly 

opposed right from its introduction in the Lok Sabha. 

However Desai sought to defend it• The Christian leaders 

and public came together againrt the bill, inepite of 

the fact that this bill would not have had any adverse 

impact on Kerala Christians, the most strong and vocal 

opposition was provided by the Kerala clergy; An interesting 

interpretation was provided when the opinion was expressed 

that the Freedom of Religion Bill was of tremendous 

po 11 tical sl gnlfi cance. 

145. Ibid. 
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It was explained that the significance emerged 

from the fact that it was meant to harm the Christians 

and not allow hitherto oppressed and weak section of 

the soCiety improve their lot by embraciD;J Christianity 
146 so that they could be exploited as before. 

The Kerala clergy and the Church with i t• s numerous 

prior experiences in organizing and participating in 

political movements succeeded in organizing the public 

opinion against the bill and a very fierce opposition 

was built up against ti.e proposed legislation and before 

any further action could be taken, very soon the govern

ment itself feel. However, the fact is that the Desai 

government had not visualized the intensity of ttl! 

opposition to this bill which was arches tra ted and given 

a definite direction to a great extent by the Kerala 

Church figure. In fact very soon after the proposal 

for the bill was tabled, on March 11th 1979, 28 Bishops 

including the Archtdshop of Ernakulam, Cardinal Joseph 

Parecatil protested against the bill. 

This issue is outside the scope of Kerala minority 

politics, but a brief discussion of this issue is inevitable 

146. "Indian Christians and Freedom of ~eligion Bill" -
UNI Backgrounder, No.16, April 19th, 79, New Delhi. 
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given the fact that one of the major events concerning 

the Christians (at the national level) was definitely 

this proposed bill and therefore has to be included in 

our discussion of minority poll tics in Kerala vi s-a-vis 

the Christians there: 

The response to this proposed bill and the manner 

in which it was articulated was quite predictable and 

justified. The ever vigilant Kerala Church- sensitive 

to any move that 1 t parcel ved as adversely affecting 1 t• s 

minor! ty status was quick to evaluate the implications of 

the proposed Tyagi Bill and condemn it in the strongest 

possible terms_. 

In the Kerala poll tical scene caste and Communal 

consciousness has always co-existed alongwith sophisticated 

and radical poll tical ideologies and positions. In fact, 

at time 1 t does appear that both the ideological streams 

need each other, this dependence is reinforced specially 

on the eve of elections when in a bid to win the most 

votes; very many bizarr and unimaginable combinations 

are seen. As the years have gone by, the political 

consciousness of Kerala has come to be admired, however 

this maturity is not accompanied by a growing secularization 

of POlitics. Caste and communal calculations and identi-

ties are still strong in the Kerala• s political configuration; 
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This fact gains evan more significance when we note 

the reality of many re llgiou s groups, and caste groups 

that are remarkably well organized, even possessing 

political fronts. 

However, inspi te of this Kerala had been free by 

and large of the worst aspect of the possible consequences 

of such a socio-political set-up -- that of conmunal 

riots and communal violence. This absence can be attri

bured to a great extent to the fact that historically 

Kerala has been a crucible for all faiths and there 

had generally been an open, democratic and welcoming 

attitude towards all new religions; This tradition was 

best exemplified by the kings ¥~ho ruled over the various 

small kingdoms (which now constitute Kerala) who were 

most respectfully, helpful and welcomed the Jews, Muslims 

and Christians, granting them favou~-s aad previleges 

in order to help them make a comfortable living. 

This tradition of cotm~unal harmony and amity had 

continu&d almost uninterrupted, however the first stgns 

of communal difference coincided with exteniion 

of colonialism into Kerala. un~1an economic opportunities 

and exploitation that accompanied it. later the 

introduction of electoral poll tics seemed to have worsened 

the situation. Inspi te of this, these differencesr . or 



feelings of being exploited never led to rioting and 

violence. 

Post-independence India has been a scene of repeated 

and severe communal tension and violence, Kerala, 

i~spite of being the home of all the major world 

religions and having very substantial minorities had 

always prided itself in having been free of cormrunal 

killings or tension. 

However in the post emergency period, we do see 

that this is no longer true of Kerala and there have: 

been repeated occasions of communal tension the kind of 

which was popularly associated with the volatile north. 

A discussion of this trend is very essential because 

this change in the trend has been of significant importance 

for the Christians in Kerala, since these have been 

instances when the Christian community has felt threatened 

by the majority colllnunity and been involved in tense 

and violent confrontations. This rather new trend has 

led to a great deal of serious re-thinking and many 

Christian leaders have adopted an aggressive posture, 

while others are probing deeper to find reasons for this 

changing scenario. 

This change is amply demonstrated by what many 
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147 
people are calling the •Hindu Revival'. Hindu militancy 

seems to have gained in popularity in reaction to what 

1 s claimed as discrimination against the majority co!JIDUni ty: 

In all this, organisations like the Rashtrtya Sway.am

sav ak Sangha and some prominent Hindu spi.ru twal leaders 

have played a very significant role. In Kerala these 

groups and leaders have come together not so much 

agalnst the Muslims as would be expected but against 

the Christians. 

In case of Kerala this is not really surprising, 

~t.ven the fact that Christians constitute a significant, 

traditional and economically flourishing mlniroty, which 

has today translated this economic power into political 

terms as we 11; The Namboodiripad mini a try• s land reforms 

and the inevitable deelino and collapse of the oppressive 

feudal order upset the traditlonal power and prestige 

a4joyed by certain dominant sections of the Hindus. They 

believe that the Christians have taken unfair advantage 

of their minority rights provided in the constitution 

in order to enhance their economic position at the cost 

of the o therso 

147. Menon {Venu) - "The Hindu Revtvaltt, The 
illustrated Weekly of India, !5th June '86, 
pp.42-45. 
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However, no objective student of Kerala politics 

can deny the fact that the Muslims and Christians have 

become powerful pressure forces within the government, 

even in opposition, armtwisting their way to special 

privileges and benefits. All these has led to assertions 

of a Hindu renaissance, replete with iq>lications, 

because behind this elevated expression lurks seething 

sentiment of political hurt. Political because, poli

ticians in power, pampered and fattened the big communal 

groups with an eye on their vo ta s. It does appear that 

in the teeming socio-political langdscape of Kerala, 

a party can cruise to power, very often, on the comnunal 

vote alone. Once a small part of the government, groups 

like the Muslim !Jlague and the Kerala Congress became 

Goliath& on whose shoulders a rickety coalition created 

along. 148 

A section of the Hindus are of the opinion that 

the Kerala government's eagerness to please the communal 

lobby did not extend to the vast unorgant sed segmented 

mass of Hindus in the states. Their reaentment crystallised 

when the government time and again pooh-poohed some 

of their major demands regarding temples and their 

administration. Hindu (rather a section of t.'"e Hindus) 

resentment defined itself in the last elections in the 

148. Ibid. -
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state when a br ad-based conglomeration of Hindu organi

sations foxmed a platform under the name Hindu Munnan1 

and to everyone's shoe~ polled a total of around 3 Lakh 

votes, which, in the context of Kerala' s razor edge 

poll outcome, is a more than respectable figure~· In the 

1987 assembly rolls, the Hindu Munnani has improved 

it's lot. Thus, the Hindu organized groups have given 

a fair indication of their destablising potential; 

II 

Thus, since the beginning of the 19801 s we note 

the Hindu-Christian equation has not been a very happy 

one. The Nilakkal episode of 1983 marked the explosiv~ 

point in their relation. The crisis was detonated when 

the Bishop of Kanjirappally, Joseph War Pewath!l 

crusaded for the building of Church (where a Cross was 
,. 

supposedly found transfixed} which fell ~1thln the 

precincts of the Hindu temple - Sabarimala. 

A mystery Cross that was found in the dense 

forests of Nilakkal, 115 km. away from Kottayam became 

the point of clash between Hindus and Christian s·!:49 This 

Cross, 1 t was claimed was set up by St. Thomas during his 

149. Prasad (Ayyappa) - •A Mystery Cross Rocks Kerala•
Sundar, Obse;yer, Bombay, May '83. 
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stay in Kerala. Tne Cro~s was allegedly 'discovered' 

by two workers of the Kerala state firming Corporation 

and it was claimed that within two days of this dis

covery, the Cross disappeared. 

Very soon a Nilakkal Church Action Committee 

was set up to safeguard and set up a Church on the spot. 

This aroused the wrath of Hindu groups and associations 

like the RSS. The Hindu leaders, represented by 

Sanyasis and the RSS formed a Nilekkal Action Council 

and Protested against the Bishops. The first claim 

for a Church at this location had been made in 1957 

when 1 t was c !aimed that a Christian priest. and his 

followers •ad chanced upon it. Nambood iripad had then 

appointed a commission to probe into these claims and 

it was stated that the claims were unsubstantiated. The 

issue remained frozen, but claims were repeated in 

1969 and 1972. In 1979, 23 Christian MI.As gave a joint 

petition to the state and central govemmen t to get land 

for erecting a Church~ 5 hectates of land was given by 

state government to Bishops to erect a ehurch~ 

By 1980, th~ Central Forest Reserve Act came into 

being and this made it necessary for the everyone to 

obtain clearance from central govt. to build on the forest 

lands and thus this forced the <Christians to seek 

clearance from the Central government. The situation 
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turned for the worse, with the bishops and the Hindu 

groups organizing themselves and ranging .tkJainst each 

other_-

The Hindu groups alleged that the Church was being 

set up entoute to the famous and holy Hindu shrine of 

Sabarimala in order to defile the temple and detx-act 

from it's importance. The situation became tense, when 

the Christians insisted on putting up a Church and emplO)'ed 

the services of toughmen, and both sides accused the 

other of having resorted to vio lance. 

Nilakkal issue as it came to be called could 

easily have been defused but, we have to remember 

that the ministry in power was the UDF government, where:_· 

the climate was conducive for exploitation of such 

communal Issues, specially since the Kerala Congress 

was a major part of the UDF. Very soon the KC ministers 

were being pressurizecf;50 The government backed the Bishops; 

With this the whole area around Ni lakkal became 

tense with threats of violence emanating from both sides. 

The issue was exploited fully by the Christian as well 

the Hindu leaders. A few cases of stone throwing and 

looting and destruction of temple property were reported~ 

The widely read Malayalam press highlighted the issue 

'1\.. tu.JJV..} 
150. Nilakkal Sambhavam -~Suruchi Sahitya, -· 

• -= Q • ' , June 1 7 4, p. 8. t 
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and the communal passions were sought to be aroused. 

It was alleged that those who wan ted to set up a 

Church in the midst of the Nilakkal forests were actually 

doing it in order to gain a forthold in the forests so 

as to exploit the resources of the forests. Both sides 

accused each other of having used force and threat of 

vio lance. The Karunakaram ministry dependent as 1 twas 

on the goodwill of the Church and Christi an groups 

chose to suppert the Bishops. However, when the crisis 

threatened to explode, the government relented to the 

demand of the Hindus and the Church was not allowed to 

be built at Nilakkal. 

lver since this episode the underlying tension and 

fru~tration has become a reality and the Christian groups 

and leaders have sought to make poll tical capital out 

of it, by constantly referring to their special rights 

as minorities. 151 The appeal made by Bishops and clergymen is 

that of protecting Christianity as it is being threatened~ 

These sentiments came to be widely expressed and 

accepted to a certain extent only in the aftermath of 

the Ni lakkal controversy. 

This does not mean that the Hindu groups and their 
leaders did not make Political capt tal out of this 
issue. In fact this is exactly what they did: 
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Prior to this what was common was often 

specific demands based on genuine or imagined economic 

or political grievances garbed in communal terms- as 

a •Christian demand'• However the Nilakkal issued has 

set a n8f\l trend wherein the protection and preservation 

of the faith itself is being portrayed as a risky pro

position- as can be imagined this is indeed a very 

dangerous trend as communal passions are easily aroused 

on the basis of a call of 'religion in d anger•: This 

has meant that once again the Church has come into own 

as far minority politics in the context of the Christians 

in Kera la. With the emergence of the Kerala Congress 

in ~erala. With the emergence of the Kerala Congress 

and strfngthening of it's position the Church and i t• s 

leaders had begun to keep a low profile, preferring to 

do the back-seat maneuvers, however with the ilture of 

Christianity and the Church itself at stake these was 

nothing to ke~ them away from poll t1 cs. 

The whole controversy surrounding the Nilakkal 

Church/temple has been severally criticized and cond~mned 

specially because Kerala was always fancied os one part 

of India where despite the existence of many diverse 

religious grouos there had always been an apprecibalb 

level of harmony amity and integration. The ugly turn 

of the Nilakkal incident forced everyone to face the 

reality in it• s true form- a reality that was far from 

being a happy one. 
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This then is the reality in Kerala as far 

as minority politics is concerned- it is almost a 

vicious circle : the poll ticians eye the Christian and 

Muslim vote banks to consolidate their o~ power base; 

Special privileges and benefits are heaped on these 

communities. While the Muslims seem to be largely 

pre-occupied with prese:rving their coamuni ty• s identity, 

the Christians in Kera!a have relentlessly pursued 

their economic interests~ At the forefront of this 

effort is the Church establishment, which has deeply 

entrenched interests in the state's economy. The 

Nilakkal episode seemed to threaten their strong and 

powerful position in the Kerala scene and hence the 

uproar; 

At yet another level this was also a clash of 

institutional interests between Church leaders and 

their Hindu counterparts. Whatever the underlying 

reasons o4 explanations, the fact remains that the 

whole episode has added yet another (unwelcome) dimension 

to the minority politics in case of Kerala Christians·; 

As a fall ~ut from the Nilakkal controversy, 

today, we see in Kerala an increase in the prestige 

and popularity of the RSS and similar other militant 

organizations. There is today such a parallel move 
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among the Christians as well. What is cornnon today 

is an upsurge in fundamentalism among the minority 

groups like the Christians as well as the majority 

community. The RSS is perceived by many christians 

as being against them.l52 

In many areas we see that the Christian cormnunity 

has organized itself along lines similar to the RSS. 

For instance in Chinn! thala town the Christian cormnuni ty 

has organized itself into a local chapter of the 

Christian Youth Movement (CYM) much like the RSS. These 

groups are flourishing, t~anks to the monetary support 

provided by small businessmen and the sentiment of 

their faith being challenged or threatemd. 

Protection of religious faith obviously calls for 

the support and active participation of religious 

figures and religious heads. This has been accompanied 

by a growing mill tancy and assertion of fundamental! st 

positions. This however is not the only trend or 

direction towards which Christian minority politics 

is moving, there is another, equally appealing and 

forceful trend - however a radical one; as far as 

poll tical forces controlling & shaping Christian minority 

politics in Kerala are concerned. 

152. Prasad (Ayyappa) and Pillai (Ajith) - "Raising 
Battalions for the RSS and Muslim League"~ n. ~) 
Sunday Observer, , 27th April •ao;' 
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III 

Thus it is quite clear that it would not 

be possible to understand the position of the Chri stlans 

vis-a-vis poll tics without taking into account the 

importance of the ecclesiastical organization 1 tself •153 

For the institutional framework plays an illlportcn t 

role and provides a definite unambigous and instittonall

zed leadership. Wl thin this leadership in Kerala, 

since the last elqht years, a small, but growing, group 

of priests have nearly waged war on what they call 

the Church's pro-rich bias. Taking their cues from 

Marx and the new credo of Liberation Theology sweeping 

Latin America, these clergy people have taken up a 

variety of causes ignored previously by the Church. 

That differences existed, within this institution

alized leadership was becoming evident .when many came 

out and condemned the ~mergency in 1977. Gradually 

there were many prominent persons like Tom Ko chery, 

S.Kappen, Dominic George, Alice Lukose and Philomena Mary . 

among many other clergy people who voiced their differences 

openly & boldly. For instance, we have Fr. S.Kappen 

153. Francois ( Hou tart) and Genev i ve ( I..emercinier) -
"Socio-Religious Movef!J3nts in Kerala- A reaction 
to the Capitalist mode of production", Social 
Scientist, Vol; 6, No.12, July '78,Trivandrum,p.37. 
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pointing out the "appali.ng mi.sery and want of the 

masses." He comes out against concentration of power 

and also against the set of values disseminated by 
154 

"our schools and college of capitalist origin;' 

The Church establishment• s vested interests and 

collaboration with ruling classes, poses before a socially 

conscious Christian the dilsmma of how to relate his 

christian beliefs to the society he is confronted 
155 

with. Kerala, having the largest Christian population 

in the country and having a most status quoist church 

had therefore towards the end of the last decade 

experienced the first instances of a re-evaluation of 

the nature of 'Christian politics.' - this then became 

a trend setter for the dramatic developments in the 

eighties. 

As is well known the Christian Church, which in 

the recent past, has been subject to a number of sharp 

inner contradictious and tensions, as newly radicalised 

and fighting sections of the people have come to challenge 

old beliefs and practices. The anti-revolutionary 

154. 

155. 

Rev~ Fr. s.Kappen - "The goals of Revolution" -
Religion and Society, vol~'" xx No.1, March '73, 
Bangalore. 

Mathew (P.M.) - "Uberation Theology in Practice" 
Mainstream, vol. xxi ii, No. 49, Aug.' 85, N. !Je lhi. ' 
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PIDsitions and dogmas of the Church a11d the concern to 

protect the existing social order have come under 

increasing at tack from those who consider thanselves 
156 

Christian radicals. It is clearly such a trend that 

is witnessed in Kerala, as far as poll tics and the 

participation of self proclaimed "Christian" group is 

concerned. 

There is thus a plea today that Christians being 

a prophetic community should take the side of the poor 

in~eir struggle for a just societ!, voiced by people 
157 

like Rev. Fr. S.Kappen in Kerala. The impact of all 

this on the mainstream Christian Church is clear- it 

has t0 acknowledge these questions and the Church and 

leadership in Kerala incorporates at least the language 

if not the concerns of prophetic radicalism. Thus in 

Kerala, we notice an effort on the part of many Christian 

religious groups to make Christianity move away from 

being a bulwarle. of an oppressive status quo to being 

a part of a movement for radical poll tical and social 

changes. 

Reli~~on can very often be as Engels had commented 

"nothing but the fantastic reflection in men• s mind of 

156. 

157. 

Ram (Susan)- "Religion Development and Political 
OrganizatLon" - Social Scie.!lti,~, Trivandrum,vol. 7, 
No.5, Dec. 1 78. . 

Kappen (S.)- 8 Christian Responses", Semina;, 
April 1 83, New Delhi. 
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those external forces which control their daily life, 

a ref lee tion in which the terrestrial f orcas assumed 
158 

the form of super-natural forces." However although 

religion can generally be desc~ibed as an opium of 

the masses, but there have been great historical 

movements where religious fai~, has played the role 
L59 

of a leader in the people's struggle. It is therefore 

that Engels distinguished betNeen Christianity as an 

ideo logy (of the slaves, onpre ssed c las sas) and 
160 

Christianity as an institution. It is indeed very 

interesting to observe that both aspects of religion 

are in existence in Kerala' s Christian ;dom. 

The great historical religious have been those that 

have been rich enough both to express and to sanction 

the existing social structure and to provide a vision 

of an alternative even if that alternative could not 
L6l 

be realised within the present world. Thus rival 

theolvgies often express rival political visions of 

the world. It appears that it is in the contrast 

between what society, tells a man he is and what religion 

tells him ho is, that he is able to find grounds both 

158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

Engels (F.) -Anti ~hring, Moscow, 1969,p.374. 

Garaudy (R.) -from Anathema to Dialocue, Collins, 
. , 1967, p.~8. 

Ibid. p.lOO. 

Spengl~r (0) in Mac Intyre (Alasdair) ed. -
Marxism and Christianity, Penguin, · ·_. ·l,l969, 
PP.l0-ll~ 
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for criticizing the status quo and for believing that 

i t 1 s po s sib le for him t o a c t w 1 t h others in changing 

it. It is this potential of Christianity that many 

in Kerala are seeki rg to exploit in order to help 

the oppressed people fight for their rights. 

A Marxist would point out in a class society 

religion buttresses the established order by sanctifyinq 

it and by suggesting that the political order is some

how ordained by Divine Authority and it consoles the 

oppressed and exploited by offering them in heaven 

what they are denied upon earth~· Ji.t the same time by 

holding before them a vision of what they are denied, 

religion plays at least partly a progressive role in 

that it gives the common people some idea of what a 
162 

better order would be. But, when such an order becomes 

achievable then religion becomes a reactionary force 

and starts sanctifying the existing social order, and 

it is thus that religion becomes a conservative force. 

Here we may point out that in origin, all religions 

are often revolutionary. 

T~is above mentioned fact led Engels to observe

that the history of early christianity had many common

alities with the labovr movement of his times. For, like 

the latter, Christianity was at first a movement of the 

162. Ibid. p.so. 
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oppressed, it began as a religion of the slaves and 

the poor and outlawed, of the people defeated and 

crushed by the force of Rome. It is this spirit and 

history of Christianity that some of the socially and 

poll tlcally conscious Christian leaders in Kerala are 

trying to invoke. 

In a bid to do this, they are trying to manifest 

their religion once again with a social purpose and 

to instill in it a socio-political content so as to 

enable Chri stlani ty to once again be a liberating force 

that it was. 

It is not as if this trend came about in an iso

lated or sudden manner. By the mid 1960's the ecumenical 

movement was already pointing to the importance of 

political action in promoting social change. It wae 

also emphasized that nations of the third world should 

shake off their depndencies on the advanced nations. 

It was clear that the churches should besides pressing 

for ~re decided action for development, undertake 

development. The Church has shown an a.-.'areness that 

poverty in the world is increasing, underdevelooment 

persists and that economic growth brings benefits only 

to a minority at the cost of majority; this realization 

has led many sections of the Church to take a radical 
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stand .. This is referred to as the militant Church 

and it identifies with the poor, fights with them 

and for them:
63

This implies mass mobilization where 

the Church would have to come forward to initiate and 

give a direction to tho stru:)gle. Thus in many parts 

of the world, the Church is ~ncrasingly occupied with 

the pursuit of a more just society and with the 
164 

material problems of humanity. 

It is clearly such an understanding that we see 

in a section of the Kerala clergy impressed and inspired 

to a certain extent by what is popularly known as 

'Uberation Theology which is not about liberation but 
LGS 

for liberation.. This involved three things- sociological 

analysis to uncover the various levels of exploitation 

and unmark the oppressors~ The educational task of 

making the exploited aware of what is happooing to them 

and then the struggle against the oligarchies who were 

in alliance with the oppressors- this struggle would 

obviously take many forms and political action would 

necessarily have to be one of them. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

To ~reak the Chains of Oppression - World Council 
ofRurches, Gene~a. 1~75 0 p.63. 

Norman (Edward) -Christianit~ & The World Order, 
Oxford University Press, 197 :-p.·11·• . -

Hebblethwaite (Peter) -The Christian Marxist 
D\alooue· and Beyond, Darton, liinarnan and Todd, 
Lon3on, 1977, pp.40-4l. ~ 
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It would be correct on our part to claim that 

today any discussion of Christian minority politics 

in Kerala will be incomplete without a look at this 

trend and it's impact on the Church and tho traditional 

leaders of the Christian community~ The impact of 

this was felt in the questioning of some clergy people 

of the generally accepted Church and Christians tand 

on Kerala Politics. That there was considerable 

following of this alternate trend became evident in the 

interest that some populu struggles of downtrodden 

people aroused in a certain section of the Kerala 

clergy. Ih~ most well-kno~m 0£ t:;ose has b!3·3n ti1c 

f1•hermen's agitation, which has benefitted from the 

sus tainad support and leadership of the clergy persons. 

The years !981-84 witnessed two major month-long 

agitations with active participation of thousands of 

fishermen incl.udi:'lg women .and children which was led 

by the Kerala Swatantra ~~1atsya Ihozhilali Federation. 

(Kerala Independent Fishermen's Federation ) - non

party-affiliated, registered trade union. The fishermen 

had to take to the agi tational course because the fishing 

industry was going ~rough a severe crisis period·~ Though 

the number of fishing implements and fish workers have 

inc1·oased, there was a declining trend in the fish 

catches. At the heart of the problem was the naN type 
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of mechanisations which took place in the Kerala 

fighteries affecting it's catch and income. The- expec

tation that the mechanised boats would exploit resources 

beyond the reaches of the country crafts did not 

materialise. The small trawlers in fact competed 

with the traditional crafts in the coastal .waters 

for the sa~e fishing grounds and the same species. 

As a result there is the problem of overfishing in 

inshore watars upto 5an. depth and thus decline in 

fish catches.l.66 Infact tr1e pressure of fishermen in 

the small-scale sector, the indiscri inate bottom 

trawlars, the introduction of purse- seines which catch 

pelagic species in large scale and other factors had 

resulted ln a drastic fall in fish catches per 

fisherman from 2.6 tonnes in 1969-72 to 1.6 t:::>nnes per 
167 

annum in 1980-82. 

After remaining passive for many years, compared to 

workers in many other traditional industries who 

fought many successful battles in the labour front, the 

fishermen got unionised and began to take up issues 

in the fishing industry only by 1980. The initiative 

did came from some progressive clergy people. This was 

possibly because the majority of the fishermen were 

166. 

167. 

kbthermen's Agttatio? in Kerala- issued by the 
~ for the ~ress ~n o~lni, p.l. 

Ib.id. 
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Christians~ However eve:1 though the fi shermen• s 

union was initiated and organized by the clergy it 

had a secular outlook as it evolved and got registered 

as a trade union. Many progressive priests an::i nuns 

who actively took part in this pro cess W3re always 

under the criticism of the church authorities for 

their involvement in trade unionism and it is still so'; 

These pri~sts and nuns saw in the fishorpeople•s 

movement a struggle of those have been marginalised 

by the prasent pattern of development. Inspi te of 
t-'11 

some ambiguities of God' 1\\·orking in our times"~ They 

believed that the poor who are suppressed recognised 

this spirit and struggled in solidarity, inspired with 

the same hope that in former times led the People 

of God out of bondage intG freedom. The priests and 

nuns who joined the fisherpeople' s agitation against 

tho ~ovt. where described as a sign of the solidarity of 

the Church with those who struggle for a more just 

society, and a strengthening of their ho~e for a n~~ 

life to emerge out of their death. 

It was thus an illustration of a situation where 

a section of the Kerala clergy had incorporated among 

i t• s duties and responsibilities, besides the usual 

religious activities, a deap socio-s>oli t.cal concern.i 

as well. This has defini ely been very different from 

I"'· Ref lettion on The sigbtficance of !_he fishermen's 

stru~le in Kerola 4nd the Imolications of the Kerala 
Blshoo s Statement- rsf,f'Jew Je!hi.Sept •• 1 84. P.l.. 
--- ... --~~~~~-
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the earlier tnstances when the clergy and the Church 

by and large had taken status quoist, conservative and 

even reactionary positions on issues of social and 

political significance. This is definitely contrasted 

with the situation ~ see in the eighties when at least 

a substantial, deeply committed and t~inking section 

of the clergy felt the urge to relate it's spiritual 

tasks and theological studies with the social and 

politicalreality of the life outside the boundaries of 

their Churches- in a radical and consciously political 

manner. Thus, we can add that it is for the first time 

that Christian minority politics in Keral a, guided 

and influenced by the Church as it is, has succeeded 

in adopting a radical and militant stand on social 

and poll tical issues. 

In this context, an interesting fact can be 

mentioned is that at all stages the Church kept up it's 

close association with the fisherpeople's agitation, 

however it was the the priests and nuns who assocLated 

with the struggle at all levels and in diverse capacities, 

the Bishops kept away from the agitation. In the wake 

of the agitation's initiation and participation of 

the nuns and priests in it, the powerful Church in 

Kerala clamped severe restrictions on tt•s clergy in an 
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apparent bid to curb the growing involvement of a 

section of it's priests and nuns in militant, popular 

political struggles. The Bishops of Kerala, met at 

the catholic Bishop's House on July lOth 1984 and 

commented on the participation of priests and nuns in 

the anti-government agitation by fisherpeople, they 

decided that under no circumstances was fast upto 

death and use of violence or participation in demons

trations and prot~sts involving use of such means 

to be allowed. 

This agitation has in a certain sense been a 

turning point as far a Christian minority politics in 

Kerala is concerned. The agitation saw both men and 

women of the Christian orders taking to the s treats 

and even resorting to hunger strikes. A Bishop's directive 

took strong exception to all this, specially to women 

getting involved in such popular struggle. 

Kerala' s Christian minority politics has not 

been the same ever since the clergy associated with 

the fisher people's agitation, it took a radical turn 

when clergy women like Sr. Alice actively associated 

with the movement and spoke out against the establishment 

Church and questioned most of the earlier poll tical 

stands of the Kerala Church. The questions that Sr.Alice 
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posed have become a serious challenge to the Kerala 

Church. Nuns and priests who believe alongwith Sr~Altce 

that the Church has becCJme redundant are seeking to 

imbue the Church with a social purpose. They believe 

that while the clergy should keep away from conven tiona! 

poll tics of the kind that is commonly assCJCi. ated with 

poll tictans, how.aver they are of t.~e opinion that there 

is a kind of "politics" totally different from the 

Po li tici an' s politics, a pol! tics understood as the 

management of human affairs for the happiness and well

bel ng of man, '-'·i th a special emphasize on the h~piness 

of the poor, the weak and the oppressed. 169 

There is a growing recognition of the fact among 

such c ire les (as described above) that in Keral <1 the 

Church has by and large been on the side of the rich. Thus 

this agitation led by the young priests and nuns should 

be seen as a writing on the wall as far as the state 

of affairs of the Kerala Christian minority politics 

is concerned. Thus instead of always representing the 

conservative status quoist position, a section of the 

Kerala Church has been trying to challenge this and 

ti1is would have a significant impact on the political 

scene in Kerala in the context of the Christian minorities. 

169. Sister Alice Throws a Challenge- a Private 
circulation documen~ 
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This is so because they constantly look towards the 

Church for leadership and guidance on political matters 

and with this radical or militant section gaining in 

ascendancy the face of Christian minority politics would 

undergo a drastic change. 

HaVNer, this change that is the continuous crusade 

by the Christian activists for justice in Kerala, in

evit~bly brought them into conflict with the official 

Churches and the government. The clergy which has 

taken to this path, ~eeks to be like Jesus - identifying 

with the powerless: the simple, the uneduc-ated, the 
1'";\l 

little ones, and the socially despised. ·~ince the 

second Vatican Council many Christians priests, nuns 

and laypersons- have taken to politicizing and organizing 

slurn-dlvellers, the rural poor and the tribals- as we 

are seeing in Kerala. 

Thus there are numerous struggles going on conducted 

by the exploited poor in which many of the Church figures 

have become members. They beli€ve that this continues 

the work of Jesus who enabled the oppressed to be free 

from slavery and was killed in the struggle for fullness 

170. Kappen (S.) - Uberatioo Theology and Marxism, 
Asha Kendra, Ahmednagar, 1986, p.35. 
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171 
of life for all. Indian society is in ferment and 

class contradictions are steadily being sharpened with 

clear re-alignments of socio-political forces. The 

Church being part of the society in Kerala has to 

take sides in this re-ali~nment. The collusion of one 

section of the Kerala Church with the erstwhile Karunakaran 

ministry and it's opposition to popular struggles, and· 

the support extended to these very struggles by yet 

another section of the Church are a clear illustration 

of this phenomenon. 

Many issues that concern the Church and the 

attitude of tho Kerala Church on many important issues 

sha1:ply point out the status quo stance of the Church 

of course of the mainstream section. The Kerala Church, 

usually has no fitting or concerned political response 
i_ 72 

on social or poll tical events. It chooses to respond 

certain specific issues only like the o. P. Ty agi Bi 11, 

or the l du cation Bi 11, this be sides giving a certain 

communal colouring and promoting vested interests, 

contributes to tho strengthening of the minority 

complex - which in it' s turn can be held to be responsible 

for a streak of religio-political co~unalism. 

l72. 

"Statement of the National Conference on The 
~merging Church of The Poor", f..okayan Bulletin, 
Jan-Feb'86, oeclhi, pp.76-85. 

,!lli. 



However ali is not lost. There are new stirrings 

and a new awakening of thought and sensitivity in 

the Kerala Church (and in the Church elsewhere as well) 

as is evidenced in the struggle of the marginalised 

who have become conscious of their rights and human 

dignity and in the committed lives of individuals and 

groups of Christians and others who have opted to be 

with the poor: Among them, it is said that there would 

emerge a new Chuxch of the poor. This hope the statement 

of the Na t1 onal Conference claims is in the struggling 

fisher people of Kerala or other such people• s struggles; 

The National Conference on the emerging Church 

of the poor aims at the creation of a movement of the 

poor people where they will be the central reference 

point for all the Church activities and thus convert 

the existing feudal character of the Churc~, specially 

in Kerala, into a social insti tutlon which responds 

to the upheavals and contradictions in the society by 

being on the side of the poor and the oppressed thus 

crusading for justice and fairness. 

As can be imagined, this is not the complete or 

even the dominant picture of the Church vis-a-vis 

politics in Kerala~ ~~en we say the Church we obviously 

also imply the Christian minority politics in Kerala 

bee ause the tNo are quite inseperable and influence each 
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other greatly. By and large tho dominant trend has been 

a conservative one, with an upsurge of radicalism in 

recent years. 

In the eighties as we had observed earlier, 

conservatism or status quoist positions have been supple

mented by an increasing funda~entalism which has been 

responsible to a certain extent for the growing communa

lization of the political scene in Kerala. Tho Nilakkal 

episode discussed earlier is in a certain sense a 

trendsetter for later developments concerning the 

Ch~istian minority in Kerala. 

One such issue that sparked off a great deal o£ 

debate and controversy in Kerala was the staging and 

teaching of a play 'The Last Temptation of Christ• by 

Nitos Kazantsaki. The kind of reaction and passion 

that it aroused among a certain section of the Christians 

forced the government (Congress I - Karunakaram ministry) 

to react and put a ban on the play. It was alleged that 

the play hurt the sentiments of the minorities~ Even 

if it did, what was really alarming was the swift and 

organized opposition to the play specially under the 

leadership of the Church. Bishop Kundukullam of Trichur 

succeeded in mobilizing public opinion against the play 

and staged massive demonstrations against the play. 



What is of significance is the fact that even 

though there were many among the Christians who were 

not with the bishops who were opposing the play, 

yet it was the latter who were more poYfflrful and 

voriferous and the government which depends on the 

gooct.'fill of this section for continuing in office 

readily accepted the demand for banning the play. 

Thus in the context of Christian minority politics 

we notice the emer·gence of what may be referred to as 

fundamentalism or religious intolerance in Kerala: 

This trend is relatively new although we can see thit~ 

as a development or evolution of th~:; earlier conser-

v a ti ve o:r status quoi s t trend in Chrl stian minority 

politics in Kerala~· The eighties then present a very 

interesting picture - one full of contradictions, where 

the Kerala Congress maJ.ntains it's important position in 

Kerala politics as a representative of ~~e Christians, 

there has been a continuation of the earlier trend 

wherein the Church and clergy play a dominant role in 

the political affairs of the state. However, this has 

today split into two different kinds of trends - a naw 

radical and militant section that is taking part in 

popular people's struggles and sympathisizlng with 

the oppressed. On the other hand there is also today a 

section of the Church hierarchy which is becoming more 
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and more intolerant and fundamentalist seeking to 

play the 'minority - card' in the most opportunistic 

and unreasonable manner. This period has seen the 

unfortunate trend of a worsening of relationship 

between the Hindus and the Christians~ 

On the whole, we see that the heightened economic 

powers and prosperity of the Christian minority in 

Kerala has created a certain amount of tension and 

class-antagonism along reli-~ious lines among the 

various communi ties 'in Kerala, resulting in an inward 

looking trend. There is also, among yet another 

sectlon, a realization of the inequality and injustice 

i:1 the society and a heart felt need to coma together 

in order to fight this situation. 

• • • 
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§\!\MI~ UP AND CQNCWSION 

In the preceding chapters we have tried to exatntne 

minori tJf politics in Kerala, specifically of the 

Christians of that state. We can conclude that Poll tics 

in Kerala is based to a great extent upon the m1nori ties 

(that are diverse, substantial and demographically 

concentrated in specific geographic location;;;) -in 

f ~ct we could say that the minority factor i G a very 

important f ector while discussing the pol1 tical scene 

in Kerala - not only for electoral calculations, but 

even for government decisions, oPPosition Polltics and 

day to day aaninistration. 

The f lrst chapter examines the systemic and 

constitutional dimensions of the religious minorUt.es 

in Ke.rala. I his has been done keeping in mind the 

overall the constitutional and pOlitical situation of 

the minor! ties in the larger Indian context. We have 

noted that India 1& the home of diverse minod ties. Io 

ensure their rights, the constitution has granted 

extensive .rights to the mino.ri ties. However the decision 

to incorporate these .rights was not an easy one. Aa 
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explained in the first chapter, the constltuent assGmbly 

had elaborate disc;ussions regarding the desirability 

and nature of such .rights. As an outcome of these 

discussions the Indian constitution has a fairly long 

list of .rights that are primarily meant to safeguard 

the .rights of minorities. 

We have seen th~t the Indian con sti tutl.on has 

consciously described India as a seOJ la:r state; Our 

discussion shows that the historical background of 

communal tension and partition were greatly responsible 

in moulding a seculer Indian constitution. However, we 

have also noted that there is a oonsiderable amount of 

disagreement .regarding the nature of secularism in India. 

There is one of school of thought represan ted by writers 

like Luthera who believe that a secular state is not 

Possible in India, because the religion of the majority 

i.e. Hinduism is not4 organised and has no institution 

or organisation which can be separated from the state. 

However, there are others like o.E. SmithwD::> believe 

that India 1 s basically a secular state, but does not 

keep itself away from religion in all instanceso 

Ihus it is seen that the Indian state is caught 

in a dilemma. By the strict principles of secularism 



it cMnot interfere with any social custctn (except) on 

the grounds of public order, morality and health as 

stated in the constitution. On the other hand, modern 

conception of social justice demands radical changes 

in the Indian Social structure, which would imply inter

ference in the religious affairs. 

Our study also shows that in India secularism 

has often meant the maintenance of an equidistance towards 

all religions as far as the state is concarnsd. Ihis 

has however created problems for the functioning of a 

secular polity, as is evident in Kerala, where almost 

all the world religions are represented. among these 

Christians form an imPortant section. We have seen that 

the Christians came to Kers.la fiV en before Chr1 sti ani ty 

reached Europe. Chri $t1ans in Kerala are a part of 

the main stream Kerala so cle ty. Ihe Chris ti.an s in Kerala 

are Syrians and non-&yrians who a~·e found in Catholic 

and non-Catholic communi ties. 

On the basis of this study, we see that the Christians 

had staited organizing themselves along political lines 

much before independence and were part of the broader, 

progressive anti-1mpariali st, antL-feudal ttk>vement in 

Kerala. However, we note that from the early years onwards 
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· the Church had a dominant rol to play in the socio

economic and later political life of the Chr!sti~ns in 

Kerala. 
I 

Ihus we see that the Indifl1 constitution declares / 
/ 1 

/ I · 'our nation to be a secular state. 
I 

r nepi te of this, . 
the fact is that the 9overBDen ts at both the central and 

state levels cannot :really be described as secular 

goverrana-1 ts because their dep~ndence on :religious groups 

(for electoral and political purPoses) and .r. ellgious 

heads still continue. on the basis of our study we can 

say that the importance given to this consideration ! & 

very high, as far as Ke.rala is concerned. 

In the second chapter we have examined a very 

major event that shook Kerala politics in the 1900s. 

1957 saw the Qnergence of the first Comwn! st ministry 

in Kerala. This ministry proposed certain land and 

education reforms which would have an adverse impact 

on the commercial a.'1d economic interests of a substantial 

section of the Christians (alongwith many others) in 

Kerala. This was inevitable given the fact that 1 t was 

they who owned large estates and took a keen interest 

in the management of schools. rn our study, we have 

seen that the' Liberation Stru9gle' that was launched 

against the ministry acquired disttnct comrrunal overtones 
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and has thus set a precedent for much of the minority 

Poll tics that has followed in Kerala. 

On this basis, we can conclude that the minority 

factor is very effectively and easily exPloited 

poll tically in order to safeguard and enhance tne economic 

interests of the lan~owning, rich upper class christians" 

r t is such people who give strength and support to the 

Kerala Congress, which came up in 1965 as a result 

of Chack·,-Sankar factional fight in the Congress. The 

Chacko group that walked out is today the Kerala Congress 

which seeks to represent the interests of a cert&in 

section of the Christians" 

In the Ugh t of our study, we can conclude that 

today the Christians in l\eu1J.a identify to a great extent 

with t.""lo Ker ala Congress. We can also say that the 

Gmergence of the Kerala Congress has meant a decline 

in the role of the Church in active POlitics. However, 

we can also conclude after a study of theKeralaCongress 

that 1 t is certainly not as communal or anti-national 

as soma other communal parties. It can at best be described 

as a Poll tical partt of the economically advanced 

Chri ~tians of Kerala who have come together on a common 

political pl~tfoxm and ct> not fiQht shy of exploiting 

their status as a religious minor!. ty in order to preserve 

and enhance tnei~· a<"".onomic posi tioo. Our study also 

leads us to cone lude that the Kerala Congress, bee au se 

of this mined. ty t:s factor 1. s a Vf!I'/ important comPonent 
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Chapter three of our study has examined the Kerala 

Congress and i t• & electDral and poll tical performance 

in -the years 1978-85. Our study leads us to conclude 

that the Kerala Congress, which is the result of in

fighting in the Congress, i i itself plagued by factional 

fights. We also observe that the Kerala Congress has 

no permanent pol1 tical partners as far as the changing 

coalition cu:rangements in Ke1·ala are concerned. lt would 

ba right to conclude that all the major danand s tba~ 

the Kerala congress has spoken for and the portfollos 

that it has sou9ht have been closely linkeQ w1 .. th the 

economic and commercial interests of tha upper class 

land owning, businessmen, who are very often ehri stians 

in the case of Kerala. 

We note on the basis of this study that the Church 

in Kerala takes an active 1nter0 st in the poll tical 

affairs of the state - in fact we see tn c:.t it goes d.ut 

of i t• s way to make i t• s poll tical preferooces known. 

The Church tries to-guide the political life of i t• s 

members. In recant years, the inCJ.·ease in thcl 

importance of Kerala Congress meant a decline in the 

pol1 tic ul role of tbe Church • howav er, now the Church 

has started asserting i tsalf once again. Ihi s reassertion is 
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whttt t~e have tried to examine the fourth chapter. We 

see that this resaurgence has been m arkoo by one fact -

the interest shown by the Church in cha~ioning the 

Ciluse of the poor. This only indicates a radical trans

formation r>f a certain section of Ihe Church. 

Our study of communal scene in Kerala shows us 

that the state has been free of communal tension ctld 

violence unlike other parts of the country. However, 

on the basis of the fourth chapter we can conclude 

that today this communal amity is bein9 gradually pushed 

away by an increasing communal upsurge, involving both 

the Christians and the Hindus. Ihe communal talsion in 

the wake of the now well known Nilakhal epi rode is a 

ca.se in point. 

The example of tne f i sherm6n' s agttation and the 

role played by the radical ssction of tho clergy in 

mobilizing and supporting these fisherpeople indicates 

a trend that is differ nt from the trend that is exempli

fied by the Nilakhal episode. Here we see that the Church 

(although only a section of it) has come forward to help 

the exploited poor. Ihus we can conclude that the Church 

in Kerala is today characterized by two very different 

trends- one that is conservative, reactionary and seeks 

to support tne vested interests, yet another that is 
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radical and foxward looking. However it i& too early 

to applaud this latter role, for it doe& seem that in 

a con~axt Uke that of our nation• s MY use of religion

b:a it majori. ty or :ni.nori ty can only create s1 tJations 

that have i..ha potential of being dangez·ou s by acquiring 

strong comrnunal <:>vartones • 

••• 
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